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I. INTRODUCTION102

There are several reasons why physics beyond the Standard Model (BSM) of particle physics is likely and,103

in some cases, unavoidable. Such reasons are connected to fundamental questions, answering which is among104

the highest priorities of particle physics. Current and future experiments at the energy frontier offer unique105

capabilities to explore many of these questions.106

A subset of the most relevant questions to energy frontier approaches can be grouped in three broad107

categories:108

1. Phenomena that have been observed but where a fundamental explanation is still lacking. These109

include110

• What is the fundamental composition of Dark Matter? An overview of this motivation is given111

in Section II A112

• What is the additional source of CP violation needed to explain the matter-antimatter asymmetry113

observed in the universe?114

• Possible observations of BSM physics referred to broadly as Anomalies, which are discussed in115

Sec. II B and underly the strong connection of the energy frontier to the rare and intensity frontiers.116

• Cosmological tensions, such as the Hubble tension, which might indicate new particles.117

• How is particle physics unified with gravity?118

2. Guiding principles forming the basis of the successful stories behind the current Standard Model (SM)119

and, more generally, of modern theoretical physics. These may offer us insight on where the theoretical120

framework is “hinting” for a more complete description of Nature:121

• Naturalness has many faces, and is a hotly debated topic. Sec. III A discusses both the Naturalness122

considerations underlying our hunt for BSM physics and how future colliders address these puzzles.123

• The flavor structure of the SM is complex and begs for an underlying explanation. This may be124

related to questions regarding the scale/origin of electroweak symmetry breaking and the Higgs125

mechanism. We discuss some of the motivations related to these questions in Sec. III B, however126

these topics are addressed in detail in the Snowmass Higgs Report [1].127

• Why are neutrinos so light? What is the mechanism of their mass generation?128

• Why is there no CP violation in the strong force?129

• Is there a simpler "grand unified" theory unifying gauge couplings and/or quarks and leptons?130

3. As history has shown many times that particle physics should maintain a wide open view for possible131

new phenomena that might not fit in the simplest theoretical extensions of the SM. Sec. II C discusses132

approaches to broad questions such as:133

• Are there new interactions or new particles around or above the electroweak scale?134

• Is lepton universality violated?135

• Are there long-lived or feebly-interacting particles which have evaded traditional BSM searches?136

• Finally, there is a broad question of how to reduce biases in our searches and conduct them in a137

more model-independent way.138

Two main theoretical approaches in exploring BSM physics can be commonly identified. The first consists139

in seeking self-consistent theories that aim to address the questions above and can significantly boost our140

understanding of the fundamental laws of Nature. These well-motivated models of BSM physics which are141

self-consistent to high-energy scales are excellent test cases for exploring possible experimental signatures142

and their interrelation. Section III C discusses models with composite particles and extra dimensions, which143

can have similar phenomenology if the energy scale of the extra dimensions is high. Sec. III D discusses144

Supersymetry (SUSY) which as well as being a well-motivated and broadly studied model, is also a good145

example of a model with partner particles with a broad range of properties. The projections for SUSY146

models are at the same time representative of other such models, for example Kaluza-Klein excitations in147
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extra-dimensions. Section VII discusses leptoquarks which can arise in R-parity violating SUSY models as148

well as in grand-unified theories and are motivated by some of the flavor physics anomalies.149

Looking beyond these prominent models, the landscape of possible experimental and theoretically-150

motivated models and signatures is very large. In this approach, well-defined but incomplete theories151

extend specific areas without the expectation of full self-consistency. These simplified models and portal152

models are in some cases simplifications of complete theories. It is not practical nor useful to try to be153

exhaustive in projecting the scientific output of projects targeting all such models. Instead, we focus on a154

representative set of models and signatures that are deeply connected with the fundamental questions above155

and represent a wide range of physics that can be explored at the energy frontier. Such an approach has the156

advantage of providing a manageable framework where different experimental results can be easily compared157

and, eventually, mapped into the parameter space of complete theories. However, the drawback is that those158

have intrinsically a larger degree of arbitrariness and should be viewed as simpler guiding frameworks for159

the more general exploration of BSM physics.160

Section VIII looks into the experimental reach for new bosons; such new bosons, if discovered, can provide161

clues to the existence of new forces beyond the ones currently known. The important case of heavy new162

scalars, that are Higgs-like, is addressed in the Snowmass Higgs Report [1]. Section IX seeks to assess the163

potential to discover new fermions at the high-energy frontier. A set of signatures that have been drawing164

increased attention in the recent years and during this Snowmass process comprise of experimental collider165

signatures where new particles are created that possess a macroscopic lifetime before, if at all, decaying.166

The observation of such new particles and their theoretical motivation is distinct enough that merits its own167

section and will be discussed in Section X.168

Dark matter is well established in astrophysical observations and is a pressing issue for particle physics169

and cosmology. Section XI gives the future prospects of energy frontier experimental programs targeting the170

nature of Dark Matter and its interrelation to cosmology.171

Finally, given the exploratory nature of particle physics, it is equally important to maximize the ability172

to identify phenomena that are either not expected or corners of parameter-space of specific theories that173

tend to be harder to probe extensively. Section XII discuss such scenarios and how different techniques174

and experimental setups can be used to ensure a coverage as wide as possible and limit the theoretical and175

experimental bias in looking for new phenomena at the energy frontier.176

This report builds on much of the effort and material collected and discussed during the update of the177

European Strategy, summarized in [2]. For this reason, throughout this document we emphasize updates178

and work that has been done since the release of the Briefing Book and specifically submitted as whitepapers179

to the Snowmass process.180

II. EXPERIMENTAL GUIDANCE & MOTIVATION181

A. Dark Matter182

The existence of dark matter (DM) in our universe is one of the most concrete pieces of evidence for physics183

beyond the Standard Model. However, very little has been observed so far about dark matter beyond its184

gravitational effects. Any signal pointing to dark matter interactions beyond gravity would bring us closer185

to answering one of the central questions of particle and astroparticle physics: What is the nature of dark186

matter and how does it interact with ordinary matter?.187

Given our experimental ignorance so far, there are a myriad of theoretical possibilities in terms of dark188

matter candidates and interaction strengths. Therefore, the search for dark matter must be conducted in189

synergy between different Frontiers, using multiple probes and assumptions. The landscape of complementary190

theoretical and experimental efforts needed in the search for dark matter will be discussed in an upcoming191

cross-Frontier report.192

When searching for particle DM, many experiments target theoretical hypotheses that foresee some kind193

of interaction between the DM and the SM. Such interactions are the key to directly produce massive dark194

matter particles at the highest possible energies, via SM particle collisions in a terrestrial lab. This gives195

collider experiments the unique possibility to probe the dark interaction and study the properties of DM in196

detail.197

Since DM-SM interactions are generally feeble (as a direct consequence to the dark matter’s darkness),198

DM particles escape detection at collider experiments and can be discovered in the products of collisions199
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where some of the total transverse momentum required by conservation laws is missing (missing transverse200

momentum). A discovery of an invisible particle at colliders must be complemented by an observation of201

DM in astrophysics experiments, to verify the new particle’s cosmological connection.202

Among the possible theoretical scenarios for particle DM, collider experiment are well-suited to test203

whether DM is a Weakly Interacting Massive Particle (WIMP). In this scenario, the mass of the DM par-204

ticle is within roughly 1 GeV and 100 TeV, and it has sizable couplings with the SM so that they are in205

thermal equilibrium in the early universe. As a result, its relic abundance is determined by particle physics206

parameters, such as mass and coupling, and is largely independent of the initial condition and evolutionary207

history of the Universe relevant for DM production. WIMP candidates feature in a number of theories with208

connections with other electroweak scale new physics, including Supersymmetry. In the past decade, there209

has been significant progress made in the search for WIMPs with experiments at colliders as well as at un-210

derground facilities, and with astrophysical observations. The null results obtained by these experiments do211

not yet cover the full scenario for the parameter space of such benchmarks, and WIMPs remain a compelling212

target for DM searches at colliders and beyond.213

Broadly speaking, WIMP scenarios can be classified according to the way in which the DM particle couples214

the SM particles. A particularly simple and predictive class of models is the so called minimal dark matter,215

where no new force is needed since the interaction between the DM particle and the SM particles are mediated216

by the SM weak interaction. In this scenario, the dark matter particle is the lightest member of an electroweak217

multiplet, with candidates known in the context of supersymmetry as Higgsino and Wino, respectively. In218

order to give the correct thermal relic abundance, the Higgsino and Wino masses are predicted to be in the219

TeV(s) range. Testing this class of models is one of the main physics drivers for future high energy colliders,220

and DM candidates with these properties are also a target for complementary discoveries in next-generation221

direct detection and indirect detection experiments. The prospects for the discovery of these benchmark222

models are discussed in Section XIA.223

The DM can also couple to the SM via so-called portals, which include a direct coupling between SM and224

DM particles via gauge-invariant operators. The Higgs boson provides a prime example of such a portal:225

as a spin-0 particle, it gives us the possibility to write down a renormalizable coupling with the DM, that226

can have a sizable effect on SM Higgs decay and properties. At high energy colliders, such a coupling227

gives rise to dark matter production, mediated by the Higgs boson. If the DM has a mass that is less228

than half the Higgs mass, then experiments at colliders can directly detect decays of the Higgs to invisible229

particles, and interpret excesses in terms of the Higgs portal. Precision measurements of the Higgs couplings,230

which are one of the objectives of future collider, can also contribute to discover or constrain the Higgs portal231

scenario, complementing possible future direct and indirect detection observations of DM particles. A precise232

understanding of the Higgs boson can also probe DM models with extended Higgs sectors. Future prospects233

on searches for dark matter with the Higgs boson are discussed in Section XI B.234

A next-to-minimal scenario in terms of particles and interactions with the SM is that the DM particle235

couples to the SM via a new force mediator. A set of so-called simplified mediator or portal models have236

been put forward to provide search targets to explore this possibility. These classes of models have several237

free parameters, including the interaction strength between the mediator and the SM and the DM, as well238

as the mass of the mediator and the DM mass. A feature that makes colliders very well suited to probe239

these scenarios is that the mediator itself is a new physics particle which has been created by SM particle240

interactions, and must therefore also decay into the same SM particles, leading to visible signals in the241

detector. The combination of the searches for signals of both the DM signal and the mediator can give the242

most comprehensive coverage of the model space. In these scenarios, the mass of the DM particle spans243

a large spectrum of values, from DM that is lighter than 1 GeV to the canonical WIMP mass range – in244

this case searches at colliders can also provide complementary information to experiments searching for light245

dark matter in the Snowmass Rare Processes and Precision Frontier [3]. Future discoveries and constraints246

of mediator and portal models of dark matter are discussed in Sections XI C and XI D.247

Just like the SM has many particles and a variety of interactions, the DM can belong to a dark sector with248

rich dynamics. Many such extensions cover a much broader range of masses and couplings in comparison249

with the WIMP scenario. A number of these models feature extremely small coupling with the SM, which250

means that the DM or dark sector particles cannot be produced in sizable amounts at high-energy colliders.251

At the same time, colliders are well suited to discover scenarios with heavier dark sector states connected252

to the DM portals, or dark sector models where the dark matter particles appear together with other dark253

sector particles that lead to unusual, visible signals such as in the case of confining dark sectors subject to254

interactions that mirror QCD. The model-building and connections with cosmological dark matter in these255
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latter cases are still in active development, with ongoing collaborations between theory and experiment.256

Considerations on these DM models at present and future colliders can be found in Section XID.257

B. Anomalies in Indirect Measurements (g-2, mW , etc)258

As discussed in the introduction, there are strong arguments for BSM physics. Important clues about what259

physics lies beyond the SM may first appear in precision measurements of SM observables giving us targets260

for direct BSM searches. A flexible strategy to target present or future anomalies with direct searches261

is therefore of paramount importance. As examples, in this section we focus on three types of existing262

measurements that are in tension with their corresponding SM prediction and whose possible implications263

have received strong interest in the high-energy community:264

1. Status of Anomalies265

B-physics anomalies: Since 2012, a number of measurements of (semi-)leptonic B-meson decays have266

shown deviations from SM predictions [4–24]. The significance of the deviation of the measurement of267

any particular B-physics observable and its SM prediction remains ≲ 3σ. Combinations of the individual268

measurements follow an intriguing pattern and a combined preference for BSM effects of order 5σ (see, for269

example, Refs. [25–27] for recent work). More data and better theory calculations are needed to settle if270

(and which of) the B-physics observables differ significantly from their SM predictions.271

Muon g-2: In 2021, the Fermilab Muon (g-2) collaboration published its first measurement of the muon’s272

anomalous magnetic dipole moment [28], which is in excellent agreement with the previous measurement273

by the E821 experiment at BNL [29], yielding a combined value of aexpµ = 116 592 061(41) × 10−11 [aµ ≡274

(gµ − 2)/2, with gµ the muon’s “g-factor”]. Leading up to the Fermilab measurement, a significant effort275

was made to produce an up-to-date consensus value of the SM prediction for aµ, see Ref. [30] and references276

therein, aSMµ = 116 591 810(43) × 10−11. Taking aexpµ and aSMµ at face value, the measurement is in 4.2σ277

tension with the SM prediction. However, the hadronic vacuum polarization (HVP) contribution to aSMµ ,278

a particular class of hadronic corrections, cannot be computed perturbatively and drives the uncertainty279

of aSMµ . The recommended value for aSMµ from Ref. [30] uses a semi-analytic determination of the HVP280

contribution, extracting its value from low-energy hadron production cross sections via dispersion relations.281

Ref. [31] presented an ab initio (lattice QCD) calculation of the HVP contribution with precision comparable282

to the dispersive determination. However, the central value of the HVP contribution inferred by Ref. [31] is283

∆aHVP
µ ∼ 2.3× 10−9 larger than the value recommended in Ref. [30] – taken at face value, this shift brings284

the measured value of aµ into good agreement with the SM prediction. Both the data-driven extraction of285

the HVP contribution via the dispersion relations and the lattice QCD calculations are currently undergoing286

scrutiny, see, e.g., Refs. [32, 33]. Until the HVP question is settled, the significance of the muon g-2 anomaly287

remains unclear. Note that, if the lattice QCD calculation of the HVP contribution is correct, it is diffcult288

to explain the low-energy hadron production cross sections [34–37].289

W -boson mass: Recently the CDF collaboration published a new direct measurement of the W -boson290

mass, mW = 80 433 ± 9MeV [38] while the inferred value from electroweak precision fits is mW = 80 359 ±291

5MeV [39], corresponding to a 7σ deviation. However, the CDF measurement of the W -boson mass is also292

in tension with direct mW measurements at the LHC: the ATLAS collaboration reported mW = 80 370 ±293

19MeV [40], and LHCb recently measured 80, 354±36MeV [41], values which agree well with each other and294

with mW inferred from electroweak precision fits. Further scrutiny of the measurements of each experimental295

collaboration are required before the discrepancy between the direct measurement of the W -boson mass296

and the electroweak precision test can be assessed, see, e.g., Refs. [42, 43] for first steps in this direction.297

Furthermore, the published ATLAS and LHCb results use only a small fraction of the data recorded at the298

LHC, and as yet the CMS collaboration has not published a W -boson mass measurement.299

2. Implications of Anomalies300

Despite the questions about the significance of these anomalies, it is prudent to ask which hints about the301

nature of new physics we can collect from these anomalies. A vast literature of BSM explanations for each302
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anomaly exists, and attempts have been made to explain multiple anomalies at the same time. Here, we will303

name only a few examples that are particularly relevant in the context of this report. We first comment on304

possible implications of the B-physics anomalies. Given the comparatively small energy scale of B-meson305

decays, a standard tool to analyze the B anomalies are effective field theories (EFTs), see Refs. [25, 44–306

46] for recent work. The most relevant realizations of the EFT operators addressing the B anomalies are307

perhaps leptoquark models, see, e.g., Ref. [47] for a brief summary. Leptoquark as light as a few TeV that308

can address these anomalies, just above current LHC constraints [48–50]. Realizations of such leptoquarks309

in compositness models can be found in Refs. [51–53], and R-parity violating SUSY constructions can, e.g.,310

be found in Refs. [54–57]. A particularly interesting (and ambitious) realization of the leptoquarks was311

proposed in Refs. [58–60], constructing a UV-complete embedding of the leptoquarks into a framework that312

explains the flavor structure of the SM via a generation-dependent Pati-Salam theory.313

For the muon g-2 anomaly, hundreds of publications have discussed phenomenological BSM models that314

may explain the value of aexpµ . A class of models that are interesting in light of combined explanations315

of the muon g-2 and the B-physics anomalies are leptoquarks, see, e.g., Refs. [61–68]. The leptoquarks316

explaining these anomalies may have masses in the few-TeV region, just beyond current LHC limits, and317

these leptoquarks can be embedded in UV complete models. The muon g-2 anomaly is also straightforward318

to explain in conventional (R-parity conserving) SUSY model such as the MSSM, see, e.g., Refs. [69–82].319

The most straightforward explanation for the muon g-2 anomaly in the MSSM is via one-loop contributions320

from light charginos and muon sneutrinos (the “chargino-sneutrino” contribution) or from light binos and321

left-right mixed smuons (the “neutralino-smuon” contribution). The contribution to aµ from these loops is322

approximately ∆aµ ∼ 10−9 tanβ (100GeV/m̃)
2, where tanβ is the usual ratio of the down- to up-type Higgs323

vacuum expectation values, and m̃ is the mass scale of the SUSY particles participating in the one-loop324

diagram. Given the observed discrepancy of aexpµ − aSMµ ∼ 2.5× 10−9, we can see that for moderately large325

values 10 ≲ tanβ ≲ 50, the electroweakly interacting sparticles contributing to aµ must have masses in326

the range 200GeV ≲ m̃ ≲ 500GeV. While null-results from SUSY searches at the LHC have long excluded327

strongly charged sparticles (such as gluinos and squarks) in this mass range, LHC searches only recently328

began putting strong constraints on this range of m̃ for sparticles that interact only electroweakly such329

as the electroweakinos and smuons that could explain the g-2 anomaly [83, 84], and these bounds should330

improve with further analyses of existing LHC Run2 data as well as with the Run3 data to be recorded in the331

next years. Future lepton colliders also play an important role for probing electroweak sparticles, especially332

for (semi-)compressed spectra [85–90]. It is worth noting that explanations of the muon g-2 anomalies in333

the MSSM suggest electroweakinos in the few-hundred GeV mass range, a parameter region of the MSSM334

yielding viable dark matter candidates [78–81].335

The W -boson mass anomaly is the most recent of the anomalies discussed here, and thus its possible336

BSM explanations are, as yet, less well explored. Most works appearing after the publication of Ref. [38]337

have considered phenomenologically inspired models and it remains to be seen how possible explanations of338

the mW -anomaly can be embedded in more complete models. Refs. [91–93] have considered simultaneous339

explanations of the muon g-2 and the mW anomalies in the MSSM and, while not impossible, addressing340

both anomalies at the same time seems challenging.341

3. Summary342

New experimental data and improved theoretical calculations could settle the status of the B-physics, the343

muon g-2, and the W -boson mass anomalies in the near future. If these observables are indeed discrepant344

from their SM predictions, they can offer us important hints for where to focus direct BSM searches. For345

example, both the muon g-2 anomaly and the B-physics anomalies could be explained with leptoquarks in346

the few TeV mass region, which can partially be probed in future runs of the (HL-)LHC, but may require347

high-energy colliders to reach. The muon g-2 anomaly could also point towards realizations of SUSY models348

with electroweak sparticles in the few-hundred GeV mass region, which can be probed with searches for349

electroweakinos and sleptons with existing and future LHC data, but may require a lepton-collider or higher-350

energy collider to fully explore. These examples of anomalies act as example scenarios for the interplay351

of energy frontier and rare and precision measuments. The energy frontier machines play a critical role in352

constraining and potentially uncovering the sources of any measured anomalies.353
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C. General Exploration354

“Experiment is the source of imagination. All the philosophers in the world thinking for thousands of years355

couldn’t come up with quantum mechanics", Sidney Coleman.356

The properties and interaction of the Standard Model particles would have been just as opaque to theoreti-357

cally understand without experiment. The progress in discovering, measuring, and constructing a theoretical358

edifice to codify our understanding of the world of elementary particles has made remarkable progress over359

the past 75 years. Experiments at high energy accelerators have driven these discoveries and remain the360

only way to directly examine higher energy processes that have been so critical to the understanding of the361

building blocks of our universe. Although there are many specific motivations that are laid out in this doc-362

ument, the exploration of the energy frontier will allow us to observe any exotic particle and/or interaction363

whether they have been predicted from our current theoretical understanding or not. The initial motivation364

for considering a TeV scale collider [94] (which would later be realized by the Tevatron at FNAL) in the365

early 1960s and the LHC was to be able to explore higher energy and the questions of the future. To quote366

Ellis, Gelmini and Kowalski in Ref. [95], “The most exciting experiments with a new accelerator are those367

which discover new particles. One of the main motivations for a Large Hadron Collider in the LEP tunnel368

is the opportunity it offers for exploring a new energy range, and perhaps discovering new particles with369

masses up to 0(1) TeV”. As the time scales for planning and construction are long, it was only later that the370

detailed motivation of probing the TeV scale was advanced enough to make precise theoretical predictions.371

Imagine if our scientific predecessors had decided to stop the exploration of the natural world because the372

model with a proton, a neutron, and an electron was ‘enough’ to explain the chemical elements? A direct373

frontal assault collider frontier has been more productive and remains intrinsically more likely to yield major374

breakthrough discoveries than less direct methods and remains our most likely path to success in the future.375

III. THEORETICAL GUIDANCE & MOTIVATION376

A. Naturalness377

The Standard Model, while fully full consistent, contains many unexplained small parameters, such as378

the electroweak hierarchy (the ratio of electroweak and Planck energies), small Yukawa couplings, and the379

strong CP angle θ̄. Finding a more fundamental explanation of these parameters is one of the major goals of380

high-energy physics. The QCD scale provides an example of what such an explanation could look like: it is381

generated dynamically, through dimensional transmutation, as the scale ∝ exp[−8π2/(bg2s)] at which a mildly382

small coupling gs at high energies runs to become strong, triggering confinement. The electroweak hierarchy383

has been a particular focus of efforts to build similarly compelling dynamical models and to experimentally384

test them. There are two especially prominent classes of examples: supersymmetric (SUSY) extensions of385

the Standard Model (reviewed in [96]), in which SUSY can be dynamically broken at a low scale explained by386

dimensional transmutation and SUSY breaking can, in turn, trigger electroweak symmetry breaking [97, 98];387

and models in which the Higgs boson is a composite particle, especially those in which it is a pseudo-Nambu-388

Goldstone boson [99–101] (see [102] for a modern review). These models provide natural explanations of the389

electroweak hierarchy, and in particular they are technically natural in the sense that radiative corrections390

to the Higgs boson mass are at most logarithmically divergent in such theories.391

Natural models for the electroweak scale typically replace the quadratic divergence of the Higgs mass with a392

quadratic sensitivity to the mass scale of new particles. Because the Higgs field interacts much more strongly393

with third generation fermions than with the light generations, many models correlate the flavor puzzle with394

the electroweak hierarchy problem. For example, in supersymmetry, the electroweak hierarchy is obviously395

sensitive to the higgsino mass [103], but it is also very sensitive to the stop masses, motivating models396

in which the third-generation squarks are the lightest [104–107] and prompting a number of experimental397

searches targeting such models. In the context of composite Higgs models, the leading paradigm involves398

“partially composite” fermions [108, 109], with the top quark mixing strongly with composite states and399

fermionic top partners providing some of the first expected signals in collider experiments. So far, the LHC400

has not discovered any of these predicted signals. This has spurred investigation of variant models in which401

the collider signals are more difficult to observe, such as R-parity violating or Stealth SUSY models (see,402

e.g., [110–113] for natural simplified models the LHC can target) or “neutral naturalness” models where403
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quadratic divergences are canceled by particles without strong Standard Model interactions, e.g., the Twin404

Higgs scenario [114] (see the Snowmass white paper [115] for more on neutral naturalness). However, given405

the continued lack of new physics signals at the LHC, including in measurements of Higgs couplings, many406

of these models must be at least mildly tuned to fit the data.407

The lack of experimental evidence so far for any natural explanation of the electroweak hierarchy has408

resulted in the concept of naturalness itself becoming a subject of much debate. Various claims that natural-409

ness predicted particles below a particular mass scale have been falsified by data, leading some to conclude410

that the concept of naturalness itself should be abandoned. It is important to keep in mind, however, that411

naturalness was never the source of a quantitative no-lose theorem. Rather, it is a heuristic, and one based412

on simple logic. A natural theory is one in which a large part of parameter space leads to qualitatively413

similar physics to the world around us, e.g., to an exponentially large hierarchy between the electroweak and414

Planck scales. An unnatural theory, like the Standard Model, is one in which ultraviolet parameters must415

be chosen in an exponentially tiny sliver of parameter space to lead to physics like the world around us. The416

naturalness heuristic is the simple statement that, all else being equal, a theory that describes a universe417

like the one we live in over a substantial portion of its UV parameter space is more likely to be correct than418

one that describes a universe like the one we live in over only a tiny sliver of parameter space. Naturalness,419

then, is an argument about what new physics is most plausible. This heuristic has had successes in the past.420

One prominent example of a successful prediction of the naturalness heuristic in particle physics was the421

prediction that the charm quark should exist with mc ≲ 1.5GeV, based on the quadratically divergent mass422

difference between the KL and KS mesons in the theory without charm [116, 117] (see also [118]).423

The naturalness heuristic continues to be an important guide suggesting physics beyond the Standard424

Model might exist near the TeV scale. Naturalness does not give a sharp quantitative prediction, so the425

absence of superpartners or other signs of natural new physics at the LHC cannot invalidate the naturalness426

heuristic. Conversely, the naturalness heuristic cannot produce a precise upper bound on the mass scale of427

new physics. It is a guideline, and its failure in experiments so far suggests that we may live in a universe428

that is somewhat fine-tuned. That said, the heuristic would still indicate that supersymmetry with 10 TeV429

superpartners, despite its mild fine tuning, is a more plausible theory of nature than a theory where the430

Standard Model is valid up to the Planck scale. Attempts at more formal quantification of the limits in various431

scenarios, including anthropically tuned stringy landscapes cases, can indicate which parameters might be432

more strongly contrained; e.g. [119? ? ]. These give predictions of superpartner masses significantly below433

the 10 TeV scale, and in particular constrain the Higgsinos to be less than O(500GeV ), but there is not a434

general consensus of such quantifications.435

In the context of minimal supersymmetry, further support for a mildly fine-tuned spectrum arises from436

the observation that the Higgs mass of 125 GeV points to somewhat heavier superpartners, with stops at437

the 10 TeV scale or above (though a large left-right stop mixing could allow lighter squarks to be compatible438

with the measured Higgs mass; see [120] for a review of Higgs mass calculations in SUSY). Such moderately439

tuned spectra could simply be an accident of the universe in which we live, or could be argued for from440

the perspective of the landscape of a more complete theory (see, e.g., the Snowmass white paper [119]).441

The connection between the Higgs mass and heavy scalar superpartners has led to an increased interest in442

“split” supersymmetric spectra [121, 122] in which the gaugino (and possibly higgsino) masses could remain443

at the TeV scale while the scalar superpartners are at the 10 TeV to 1 PeV scale [123, 124]. Such spectra are444

predicted by many simple models of SUSY breaking. A mildly long-lived gluino could provide a key collider445

signal of such a scenario.446

Although moderately tuned, but mostly natural, scenarios remain compelling search targets that are447

compatible with all existing data, theorists have also begun to investigate more radical deviations from448

older paradigms. A key example is the cosmological relaxation scenario [125], in which dynamics in the449

early universe drives a light scalar field to become trapped at a value at which the effective Higgs potential450

appears to be fine-tuned from the viewpoint of traditional effective field theory. See the Snowmass White451

Paper [126] for a more thorough discussion of novel approaches to naturalness, many of which have interesting452

experimental consequences.453

B. Higgs and Electroweak Symmetry Breaking454

The Higgs boson is the newest and least understood member of the SM. The Higgs mechanism gives us455

an origin for the mass of the SM particles, but itself lacks an explanation. We don’t have any understanding456
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of what sets the scale for electroweak symmetry breaking, nor what drives the dynamics for it. As discussed457

in Sec. IIIA, a search for an explanation and origin of the electroweak scale underlies a significant focus for458

our BSM explorations.459

Many of our BSM models have a SM-like Higgs embedded in "extended" Higgs sectors, which incorporate a460

combination of additional SU(2) singlets, doublets and/or triplets. There is vast literature on such extensions,461

as well as very strong experimental programs that have been carried out at the LHC and prior. The462

exploration of such additional scalars is a huge thrust of the future energy program, and as such is addressed463

in detail in the Snowmass Higgs Report [1]. Here we will briefly summarize the main points.464

In a generic extended Higgs sector, the quartic couplings between the Higgs fields and their resulting465

vacuum structure define the inter-Higgs and Higgs-gauge couplings. Of particular relevance is the impact of466

mixing between the different scalars due to these. Current experimental observations very strongly constrain467

the couplings and mass of the 125 GeV state observed at the LHC in 2012. In particular, its couplings must468

be very "SM-like" [127]. Hence, precision studies of the Higgs couplings are a major avenue of exploration for469

the presence of additional scalars at the weak scale, and provide constraints on the possible quartic couplings470

in a given model.471

The prospects for direct searches of these additional Higgs scalars depend strongly on their couplings472

to the SM fermions, which govern both the production and decay of these particles at colliders. These473

fermion couplings to the Higgs fields must be defined such that tree-level flavor changing neutral currents474

are forbidden to be consistent with stringent experimental constraints. As an example, in one of the most475

commonly studies extension, the two Higgs doublet model (2HDM), this is accomplished by assigning Z2476

charges to the Higgs doublets and the SM fermions.477

Such additional Higgs fields may be able to provide a source of CP-violation in addition to the SM, and478

also perturb the SM Higgs potential in the early Universe such that electroweak Baryogenesis gives rise to479

the required matter-antimatter asymmetry observed in nature. Additionally, the Higgs may serve as a portal480

to Dark Matter, as discussed later in Sections XIB and XI D.481

In more complete models, such as SUSY, which require at least two Higgs doublets, the quartic couplings482

are not completely free parameters, as is the case in generic extensions. In the Minimal Supersymmetric483

Standard Model (MSSM) for example, requirements of the mass and SM-like nature of the observed Higgs484

boson provide stringent constraints on the additional Higgs states at the weak scale, as well as requiring485

additional top superpartners, as discussed in Sec. VI. Less minimal models of SUSY such as the Next to486

minimal supersymmetric SM (NMSSM), have an additional SM singlet superfield, which alleviates some of487

these constraints, but are still a subset of the more generic 2HDM + singlet models.488

In contrast to models with explicit additional particle content, the SM Higgs may arise as emergent489

phenomena in models with extra dimensions or in Composite Higgs models. Such models will generically490

have additional states at the weak scale which are also a target of searches at colliders, both directly and491

via their impact on precision physics as discussed in more detail in Secs. V, VB and V A.492

C. Composite Higgs and Extra Dimensions493

1. Extra Dimensions494

Extra dimensions (see review in [128], for example) and SUSY are the only possible extensions of relativistic495

space-time in field theory. Both concepts feature in super-string theory, which is perhaps the only well-496

developed, consistent theory of quantum gravity. In light of the above facts, there is a strong possibility497

that extra dimensions exist in Nature. The crucial question then is are there any observable effects of extra498

dimensions? The answer depends on the size of the extra dimensions: first of all, extra dimensions must499

be compact, otherwise the inverse square law of gravitational and electrostatic forces would be modified at500

long distances, in contradiction with observations. A SM field (as well as gravitational) propagating in such501

a finite-size extra dimension manifests as a tower of Kaluza-Klein (KK) modes from the four-dimensional502

(4d) viewpoint, with masses quantized increasingly in units of inverse size of extra dimension (called the503

compactification or KK scale). The zero-mode (typically massless) of this KK decomposition is identified504

with the observed SM field/particle. In this framework, the other/heavier modes are new, beyond SM,505

particles whose effects are potentially observable. In addition, there is a particle called the radion, which506

corresponds to the modulus associated with the fluctuations of the size of the extra dimension.507

One can then ask which KK scales are motivated from theory and experimental perspectives? In particular,508
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the lightest KK scale being ∼ O (TeV) would be relevant for the solving the Planck-weak hierarchy problem509

of the SM: the lightest KK top quark could cancel the quadratic divergence in the SM Higgs mass2 from the510

SM top quark loop. It could also provide a dark matter candidate in the form of the lightest KK particle.511

On the other hand, if the KK scale is much heavier than ∼ O (TeV), then such an extra dimension could512

still address, for example, the flavor hierarchy of the SM via varying profiles for the SM fermions in the extra513

dimension. Moving onto signals from these KK particles, in case of the lightest KK scale being ∼ O (TeV),514

these KK particles might of course be directly accessible to the LHC/future colliders. In addition (and515

this point is valid even if KK particles are beyond LHC/future collider reach), there are indirect/virtual516

effects of these KK particles on flavor/CP violation and electroweak (EW) fits of the SM. Indeed, ∼ O517

(TeV) KK scale could be strongly constrained by such precision tests in general; remarkably, this tension518

might be ameliorated by implementing suitable symmetries, which could be simple extensions of well-known519

protection mechanisms of the SM itself, thus rendering ∼ O (TeV) KK scale viable. Overall, the above520

discussion strongly motivates direct search at the LHC/future colliders for such KK particles.521

In fact, current extensive direct searches at the LHC are already probing ∼ TeV mass scale, say, for KK522

gauge bosons/gravitons, produced in qq̄ or gg annihilation, followed by decay into 2 SM particles. Note523

that, unlike universal Z ′/W ′, these KK particles often decay preferentially into heavier SM particles, such524

as top quark/Higgs particles (including longitudinal W/Z). Given the hierarchy between KK scale and525

masses of these SM particles, the top quarks/Higgs bosons are produced boosted, so their decay products526

(in turn) merge. This direction has resulted in development of sophisticated jet-substructure techniques to527

identify such novel objects (from the detector angle), which could be useful in other contexts as well. More528

recently, non-standard decays of such KK particles have also been studied, for example, decay into other529

new particles, such as heavier into lighter KK particles or KK particles into radion (see, for example, [129]),530

which subsequently decay into SM particles.531

In summary, extra dimensions have a a variety of motivations and lead to a rich set of signals, especially532

from direct production at the LHC/future colliders, where there remains a reasonable chance of their discov-533

ery (possibly via non-standard modes), in spite of the current bounds (direct and indirect). Thus, continuing534

and diversifying such searches at the LHC and future colliders is justified.535

2. Composite Higgs536

The question of whether the Higgs boson is an elementary or composite particle remains a fundamental537

mystery. A composite Higgs boson (see [102], for a review) requires a new strong gauge interaction whose538

coupling becomes strong (via dimensional transmutation) above the TeV scale and binds together new539

elementary constituents (possible UV completions identifying the underlying new gauge group and involving540

elementary fermion constituents have been proposed in [130, 131]). These constituents not only form a541

Higgs boson, but inevitably the new strong force binds these constituents into many other bound states (or542

resonances), much like the structure seen with QCD dynamics. Importantly, to separate the Higgs boson543

resonance from possible heavy resonances, composite Higgs models assume that the new strong dynamics544

does not break the electroweak symmetry and instead the symmetry is explicitly broken by the gauge and545

Yukawa couplings of the Standard Model. This means that the Higgs boson becomes a pseudo-Nambu546

Goldstone boson of the underlying strong dynamics (similar to the pions in QCD). In this way the Higgs547

boson is identified as the lightest bound state, protected by an approximate global symmetry, much below548

the compositeness scale. Therefore, observing the remaining heavier resonances above the Higgs boson mass549

at the compositeness scale is a tell-tale sign of Higgs compositeness.550

The resonance mass approximately corresponds to the scale of compositeness, and current searches generi-551

cally constrain the lowest lying resonances to be heavier than the TeV scale. For instance (see [128]), searches552

for spin 1 resonances (similar to the ρ meson in QCD) place a lower limit of ∼ 3 TeV, while limits on spin553

2 resonances are constrained to be heavier than ∼ 2 TeV. An interesting feature of composite Higgs models554

is that they can also explain the fermion mass hierarchy via partial compositeness [99, 109] and in particu-555

lar, contain a spectrum of composite (spin 1/2) top quark states. Furthermore, in order to be compatible556

with the observed Higgs boson mass, these top partner resonances must be lighter than the spin 1 and 2557

resonances and lead to distinctive signals due to the fact that they can have exotic electromagnetic charges558

such as Q = −1/3, 2/3 and 5/3. For instance, the decay of a Q = 5/3 fermionic resonance provides a pair559

of same-sign leptons in the final state, with limits reaching 1.3 TeV. It is also possible that in non-minimal560

models the new strong dynamics could produce a neutral, heavy spin 0 resonance that plays the role of dark561
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matter [132] and therefore dark matter searches provide complementary ways to look for resonances. Clearly,562

there is strong motivation to continue searching for a variety of resonances and will be a primary goal at the563

LHC and future colliders.564

Another possible sign of compositeness would be to search for deviations in the couplings of the Higgs boson565

to gauge bosons and the (composite) top quark. These deviations are inversely proportional to the scale of566

compositeness and therefore requires precision measurements. Current limits constrain these deviations at567

the 10% level [102]. Another possible signature of compositeness is the large decay rate of the Higgs boson568

into a Z boson and photon, which can be much more enhanced than in the Standard Model [133]. Finally, if569

the scale of compositeness is much higher than the TeV scale then in some models there is also the possibility570

of observing long-lived decays of colored spin-0 resonances in displaced vertex searches [134]. Current limits571

constrain these resonances to be above the TeV scale [135] and indirectly probe compositeness scales ≳ 10572

TeV.573

In summary, understanding whether the Higgs boson is composite or not is an important and fundamental574

question. Current limits on resonance searches suggest that the compositeness scale is beyond the TeV scale.575

Future experiments searching for deviations in the Higgs couplings could also reveal composite structure, as576

would future colliders that search for resonances up to the 10 TeV scale and should remain a top priority for577

the ongoing experimental effort.578

D. Supersymmetry (SUSY)579

Supersymmetry [96, 136–138] provides extensions of the Standard Model (SM) in which the particles580

related by this symmetry share the same gauge quantum numbers, but differ in the value of the spin.581

Supersymmetry relates also the value of their masses and hence the effective Yukawa couplings to the582

Higgs fields of the theory. The non-observation of supersymmetric partners of the SM particles, with the583

same masses, demands the introduction of so-called soft supersymmetry breaking terms, which are governed584

by dimensionful and gauge invariant interactions. The breaking terms preserve the important feature of585

supersymmetry that is its lack of sensitivity on physics at the ultraviolet scale, that at the loop-level leads586

to the cancellation of a quadratic dependence on the mass of very heavy particles [139]. The motivation587

for a supersymmetric extension of the Standard Model comes from the unification of gauge and Yukawa588

couplings at high energies [140–143], the radiative breakdown of the electroweak symmetry [97, 98, 144, 145],589

the natural existence of a Dark Matter candidate [146] and the possibility of obtaining these theories as a590

low energy realization of grand unified theories and superstrings, that allow for a consistent quantization591

of gravity. Experimental searches for supersymmetric particles have set bounds on the soft supersymmetry592

breaking terms, due to the absence of any direct observable signature of these particles.593

In the so-called Minimal Supersymmetric extension of the SM, MSSM, each chiral fermion of the SM has594

a complex scalar superpartner and each gauge-boson degree of freedom has a Weyl-fermion superpartner.595

The Higgs sector needs to be extended to two Higgs doublets (and four Weyl fermions) in order to cancel596

anomalies and be able to provide masses to up and down quarks, due to the restrictions that supersymmetry597

impose on the possible Yukawa couplings. Both scalar top partners couple with a Yukawa coupling, related598

to the SM top Yukawa coupling. Such a strong coupling is important, since it leads to radiative corrections to599

the Higgs mass which grows logarithmically with the scalar-top mass scale [147, 148],. These corrections are600

very important since in the MSSM supersymmetry relates the quartic Higgs couplings to the gauge couplings601

leading to an upper bound on the Higgs mass equal to MZ , before radiative corrections. Raising the Higgs602

mass via radiative corrections demands scalar top masses to be above approximately the TeV scale [149–156].603

The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is currently looking for scalar tops and is setting limits close to the TeV604

scale, that as emphasized before is the lowest scale possible to lead to compatibility with the observed Higgs605

mass in the MSSM [157, 158]. The LHC also set bounds of similar order on the masses of the superpartner of606

the gluon and of lighter generation quarks, with the gluon superpartner mass constraint being the strongest607

one, of the order of 2 TeV [159]. If strongly interacting supersymmetric particles get masses of the order of a608

few to several TeV, as they should in order to avoid large radiative corrections on the Higgs mass parameters,609

they may be probed at the high luminosity LHC or at higher energy lepton or hadron colliders.610

Let us stress that most of the collider bounds on strongly coupled supersymmetric particles have been611

obtained by assuming the existence of a discrete R-Parity symmetry, that assigns an even parity to all SM612

particles and an odd parity to their supersymmetric partners. This parity symmetry ensures the stability613

of the lightest supersymmetric particle, which tends to be neutral and constitutes therefore an excellent614
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Dark Matter candidate, and eliminates all renormalizable interactions that can lead to proton decay. In the615

presence of R-Parity, the production of supersymmetric particles lead to large missing energy signatures.616

R-Parity violation [160, 161], however, is possible and can lead to an explanation of observed anomalies in617

flavor physica [54, 162]. At colliders, R-Parity violation may lead to copious hadronic or leptonic decays of618

the heavy, colored supersymmetric particles, as well as to long lifetimes of these particles. The LHC bounds619

on the supersymmetric colored particle masses in such a case tend to be of similar strength as in the case of620

R-Parity conservation [163–165].621

Regarding the weakly interacting particles, their masses are less constrained experimentally, with bounds622

of the order of a few hundred GeV up to 1 TeV, depending on their decay properties [166–170]. The future623

sentivity to SUSY weak states at HL-LHC and possible new experiment are discussed in Sections VI and624

VI. Possible information about their masses may also be obtained under the assumption that this sector625

may explain the observed Dark Matter in the Universe [146] or the recent measurement of the anomalous626

magnetic moment of the muon, (g−2)µ [28], which shows a significant deviation with respect to its expected627

value within the SM. If the mass difference of the scalar leptons and the superpartners of the gauge bosons628

is not very large, and the characteristic mass scale is of the order of a few hundred GeV, one can easily629

explain the Dark Matter relic density, with the Dark Matter particle identified with the superpartner of the630

hypercharge gauge boson. This can be done avoiding the current experimental bounds from the LHC and at631

the same time obtain (g − 2)µ values consistent with experiment [72]. The mass parameter associated with632

the mass of the supersymmetric partners of the Higgs bosons, can be constrained by demanding, in addition633

to (g− 2)µ and the relic density, compatibility with direct and indirect Dark Matter detection, and vacuum634

stability constraints, which sets a correlation between the value of the SUSY |µ| parameter and the relative635

sign of the electroweak gauge superpartner mass terms [80–82]. In general, values of |µ| lower than about636

1 TeV are preferred by these considerations [171].637

The NMSSM [172] is an extension of the MSSM in which a singlet under the SM gauge group is added638

to the spectrum. The main difference is hence in the Higgs sector and its superpartners. In particular, the639

coupling between the singlet and the two Higgs doublets affects the Higgs quartic couplings and allows to640

obtain the proper Higgs mass for lighter scalar tops. These corrections, however, are small unless the two641

Higgs vacuum expectation values are of the same order. If they are, however, one can not only obtain the642

proper Higgs mass but also suppress its mixing with the heavier Higgs sector coming from the second Higgs643

doublet, hence leading to compatibility with Higgs data even if the heavy, non-standard Higgs particles, are644

relatively light [173]. Finally, in the NMSSM one can also get (g−2)µ and the Dark Matter density [174–176],645

with properties similar to the case of the MSSM.646

IV. METHODS647

A. Benchmark collider scenarios648

While all colliders offer a multifaceted approach to the search for new physics, different types offer different649

strengths and features. For example some colliders focus on extending the energy reach, some on reaching650

the highest precision possible. For the Snowmass 2021 exercise, we will focus on two main classes of colliders651

identified as Higgs factories and multi-TeV colliders respectively. We define Higgs factories as lepton colliders652

with center-of-mass energy up to 1 TeV that will substantially improve the Higgs-boson precision physics653

program beyond the HL-LHC reach. On the other hand lepton and hadron colliders with center-of-mass654

energies beyond 1 TeV will be labeled as multi-TeV colliders and will primarily be identified by the potential655

of allowing for the direct exploration of energy scales beyond the reach of the HL-LHC. Of course, any such656

separation is intrinsically arbitrary. Higgs factories can also complement the discovery reach of the HL-LHC657

in the low-mass region, and will provide a wealth of precision measurements beyond Higgs-physics alone. At658

the same time, multi-TeV colliders will produce huge numbers of Higgs-bosons and continue to indirectly test659

new physics via SM precision measurements. The labeling of Higgs factories versus multi-TeV colliders is660

only meant to organize the possible benchmark scenarios considered in the report, as illustrated in Tables I661

and II.662663664
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TABLE I. Benchmark scenarios for Snowmass 2021 Higgs factory studies.

Collider Type
√
s P[%] Lint

e−/e+ ab−1

HL-LHC pp 14 TeV 6
ILC and C3 ee 250 GeV ±80/± 30 2
c.o.m almost 350 GeV ±80/± 30 0.2
similar 500 GeV ±80/± 30 4

1 TeV ±80/± 20 8
CLIC ee 380 GeV ±80/0 1
CEPC ee MZ 60

2MW 3.6
240 GeV 20
360 GeV 1

FCC-ee ee MZ 150
2MW 10

240 GeV 5
2 Mtop 1.5

muon-collider (higgs) µµ 125 GeV 0.02

TABLE II. Benchmark scenarios for Snowmass 2021 energy frontier multi-TeV collider studies.

Collider Type
√
s P[%] Lint

. e−/e+ ab−1

HE-LHC pp 27 TeV 15
FCC-hh pp 100 TeV 30

LHeC ep 1.3 TeV 1
FCC-eh 3.5 TeV 2

CLIC ee 1.5 TeV ±80/0 2.5
3.0 TeV ±80/0 5

High energy muon-collider µµ 3 TeV 1
10 TeV 10

B. Discovery versus Exclusion Limits665

The BSM physics sensitivity presented in this document includes 95% confidence-level (CL) exclusion666

limits and in some cases, also the 5σ discovery reach. A 5σ discovery requires more events than a 95% CL667

exclusion. For lepton colliders at lower energies (≲ 1 TeV), the 5σ discovery region is close to the 95% CL668

exclusion region, because the events are produced primarily at the center-of-mass energy. As the lepton-669

collider energy is increased, more of the interesting cross-section is due to vector-boson fusion, where the670

collision energy of the vector bosons is a distribution with a maximum at the center-of-mass energy. In this671

case the 5σ discovery reach will be significantly below the a 95% CL exclusion. Similarly, beamstrahlung672

effects reduce the fraction of energy at the nominal center-of-mass (CM) energy. For example for CLIC,673

60% of the luminosity is over 99% of the CM energy for a 380 GeVcollider, but this decreases to 33% at 3674

TeV[177]. For hadron colliders, the energy reach and the luminosity are strongly coupled because the proton675

structure. The result is that the 5σ discovery region is smaller than the 95% CL exclusion region for hadron676

colliders. Figure 1 show an example of this, where discovery sensitivity is 30-40% lower than the 95% CL677

exclusion reach. An additional example is shown in Table III in the New-Bosons Section.678
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FIG. 1. Example comparisons of 5σ discovery to 95% CL exclusion regions.

C. Estimation Methods679

There are a variety of procedures for estimating the future sensitivity of colliders. Sensitivity can be esti-680

mated directly by simulating the collider beams, the collision physics, and the detector response, and then681

analyzing the simulated data. Alternatively, results from existing experiments, and existing direct estimates682

can be extrapolated to different scenarios. For example in lepton colliders, the limits are very frequently lim-683

ited by the center-of-mass energy, so the exclusion and discovery reach for many particles are approximately684 √
(s)/2. For hadron colliders, scaling can be performed using parton luminosity assuming reconstruction ef-685

ficiencies, background rejection, and signal-to-background cross-section ratios remain roughly constant [178].686

While the direct method is in principle more robust, such analyses are often simplified compared to existing687

analyses of real data. Extrapolation, on the other hand, is subject to the assumptions listed above but is688

based on comparatively optimized analyses. Where both methods are available, both or the range of results689

is indicated in plots; this is particularly relevant for the complex binned analyses, see for example Figure 7.690

V. COMPOSITE HIGGS AND EXTRA DIMENSIONS691

Note: This section is not yet complete and more content is expected to be added during the next iteration.692

Comments on specific missing content are still appreciated.693

A. Kaluza-Klein Excitations694

In models with one or more extra spatial dimensions, as mentioned above, the extra dimensions are gener-695

ally compactified with a small radius to satisfy table-top experimental constraints measuring the gravitational696

interaction at the sub-mm length scale [179, 180]. As a consequence, any SM fields that propagate in the697

extra dimensions give rise to a Kaluza-Klein tower of excitations in the 4D theory, as a result of the equation698

of motion in the compactified dimensions. At colliders, these Kaluza-Klein modes can give rise to resonance699

signatures since they share the same spin and gauge quantum numbers as their familiar SM counterparts,700

which are simply the zero modes of the KK tower.701

Sensitivity to the Randall-Sundrum model of the KK gluon decaying to tt̄ was discussed at Snowmass.702

This KK model is one of the many models that are constrained by general tt̄ resonance searches, which are703

regularly performed at the LHC [181, 182] and are planned for future pp colliders [183]. The mass reach,704
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and hence the inverse scale of the extra dimensions, for the KK gluon is 5.7 (6.6) TeV for 5σ (95% CL)705

for the HL-LHC at
√
s = 14 TeV with 3 ab−1, and 9.4 (10.7) TeV for the HE-LHC at

√
s = 27 TeV with706

15 ab−1 [184]. A model of a KK gluon decaying to a SM boson and a radion was also discussed [129], in707

particular the three-gluon final state which has been searched for at the LHC [185].708

Weakly produced KK states, such as the the KK graviton, are often searched for in di-jet resonances at pp709

colliders, pp→ X → 2 jets, discussed further in Sec. VIII D. The 5− σ discovery mass at future colliders is710

shown as a function of the integrated luminosity in Fig. 14, and the corresponding summary of sensitivities711

in presented in Table V.712

B. Composite Higgs713

As discussed in detail previously, in composite Higgs models, the minimal Higgs mechanism for electroweak714

symmetry breaking is extended by new confining degrees of freedom that ameliorate the gauge hierarchy715

problem in the Standard Model. The corresponding 125 GeV Higgs scalar observed is then generally a716

mixture of a fundamental scalar boson and a composite meson of the confining group. The combination of717

these ingredients then cures the perturbative unitarity problem of longitudinal EW gauge boson scattering718

amplitudes when the SM Higgs is neglected. Moreover, since the fundamental scalar boson is only partially719

responsible for unitarity restoration, the composite degrees of freedom are matched to EW diboson reso-720

nances necessary for the remaining restoration of unitarity. These EW diboson resonances are thus a central721

prediction in composite Higgs models and emblematic of their rich phenomenology.722

The phenomenology of a Composite Higgs model is mainly governed by two parameters: the mass (com-723

positeness) scale m∗, and the coupling g∗ (which sets the scale of the couplings in the EFT Lagrangian). In724

comparison with the SM couplings, we expect a strongly interacting sector to have g∗ > 1 couplings, while725

unitarity requires g∗ < 4π. The Wilson Coefficients, defined in Ref. [186], can be all parameterized in terms726

of this mass scale and coupling, modulo order 1 factors. Different colliders have complementary sensitivities727

to the various operators, the most relevant ones being [2, 186]728

cϕ
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2
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(
ϕ†ϕ

)
∂µ

(
ϕ†ϕ

)
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cϕ
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, (1)729
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ig

2
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)
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∼ 1
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As can be seen in Fig. 2, while the FCC (both ee and hh/ee) sensitivity to CW is almost independent of g∗,732

Cϕ can probe larger couplings for higher mass scales, and would also impact Higgs coupling measurements.733

C2W on the other hand has lower sensitivity for larger couplings as the mass scale increases. Also shown734

is the direct search sensitivity for a triplet vector ρ resonance. The muon collider is also expected to probe735

such models, and we show projections for the 10 TeV Muon collider [187] considering the tree level process736

µ+µ− → hhνν, which is minimally sensitive to Cϕ. Probes of Cϕ from Higgs coupling measurements [188]737

may be competitive or stronger at lower energy muon colliders, but they are not considered here. A further738

degree of freedom is associated with the compositeness of the fermionic sector, and can have significant739

effects on tt̄ and bb̄ production. For example, the sensitivity of a 10 TeV muon collider to a scenario where740

both the left and right handed tops are assumed to have equal amounts of compositeness ϵt = ϵq
√
yt/g∗ (not741

shown) can significantly impact the possible reach. For details, see Ref. [187] and references within. For742

further discussions of the sensitivity of future colliders to composite Higgs models see Refs. [189, 190].743

One particular example of a composite Higgs model that was discussed at Snowmass [191], and its phe-744

nomenology includes a new Higgs doublet (H ′, H±, A) with mass less than about 0.5 TeV, and new vector745

mesons ρ±,0
H and a±,0

H with mass greater than about 1 TeV that decay to pairs of EW bosons WW , WZ,746

WH and ZH. Additional exotic states such as Vector-like quarks may also be found in Composite Higgs747

models, and are discussed in Sec. IX C.748
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FIG. 2. Exclusion (2-σ) sensitivity projections for future colliders (as labeled) in the mass scale vs. coupling strength
plane for Composite Higgs models. Plot based on Refs. [2, 187]. See text for details.

VI. SUPERSYMMETRY (SUSY)749

As discussed in Sec. IIID, MSSM SUSY is a complex model with partners for every SM particle plus750

additional Higgs states which mix with the SM Higgs. This wide variety of phenomena, which provide751

benchmarks for a panoply of possible experimental signatures, and the fact that it is widely studied make752

it a good context to make comparison plots between different collider scenarios. The relevance of these753

plots goes beyond the SUSY context. The relative sensitivity to weak and strong, large and small mass-754

splitting scenarios are representative of what sensitivity might be observed in other models with new states.755

The following studies focus on R-parity conserving SUSY where there is a stable lightest-supersymmetric756

state that is only weakly interacting. This is a challenging scenario, particularly for hadron colliders which757

have pile-up effects, a range of parton collision energies, and reduced resolution and information about the758

momentum conservation in the beam direction.759

Squarks and Gluinos760

Squarks (q̃) and gluinos (g̃) are strongly interacting states which can decay weakly (at some point in their761

decay chain). Because of their strong coupling, they can be produced through strong interactions in hadron762
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colliders resulting in a large cross-section. In lepton colliders, the squarks can be produced through their763

electroweak couplings, gluinos are more challenging to produce. There are a large variety of possible decay764

chains. For the purposes of the squarks and gluinos sensitivity studies, we focus on direct decays to the765

neutralino LSP and decays via an intermediate chargino, e.g. g̃g̃ → qq′χ+qq′χ− → qq′qq′χ0
1χ

0
1W

+W− will766

result in an up to 8 jet plus Emiss
T signature. The various decay chains are lumped into a single multijet767

plus Emiss
T signature. More details can be on the decay chains and analysis methods can be found in the768

Run-2 ATLAS and CMS papers [192, 193]. Figures 3 and 4 show the 95% CL expected exclusion limits769

for squarks and gluinos, respectively. Hadron colliders have a significantly greater reach for these strongly770

produced states than electron colliders and lower energy muon colliders, while a 30 TeV muon collider would771

be comparable to FCC-hh. For the lepton colliders, we assume that the luminosities are sufficient to saturate772

their energy reach leading a limits of
√
s/2. This has been observed to be a good approximation in the cases773

for which there are studies available. The gluino results in Figure 4 show that the sensitivity is reduced for774

compressed scenarios by a factor of order 1.5 to 2.775

FIG. 3. Estimated first- and second-generation squark exclusion reaches for various colliders. Lepton (e or µ) collider
limits are estimated to be

√
s/2. Current expected limits from the LHC [192, 193] are shown as vertical lines. A

table detailing the origin of each line is given in Table VII
. The hashed gray band indicates the range of estimates in the case where both a dedicated study and Run-2

extrapolation are available.

Top partners are particularly relevant to naturalness motivations as the top quark is one of the main776

drivers of the quadratic divergence in the Higgs boson mass in the SM.777

Stop squarks (t̃) are another hadronically produced state at hadron colliders. The production cross-778

sections for stop are somewhat lower than light squarks and gluinos because there are fewer stop squark779

states, and because the gluino has larger strong interaction. The decay chains are also more complex780

because the top quarks decay. Three kinematic regions are considered, all with the stop decaying to a top781

quark and a neutralino, but in compressed scenarios, the top quark maybe be off-shell resulting in a 3-body782

(bWχ̃0
1). In even more compressed scenarios, the W may also be off-shell resulting in a 4-body (bff ′χ̃0

1) final-783

state. Figure 5, shows the corresponding sensitivities, which are somewhat lower than the light squarks in784

hadron colliders, while the lepton collider sensitivity remains at approximately
√
(s)/2. Again sensitivity in785

compressed scenarios is lower by approximately a factor of 2. Precision measurements can also be indirectly786

sensitive to stop squarks through a loop in the Higgs boson to γγ and gg coupling [194]. Figure 5 also shows787

the estimated sensitivity for future precision measurements, but it does not exceed the HL-LHC sensitivity788

in the scenarios considered.789

Charginos and Neutralinos790

Charginos (χ̃±) and neutralinos (χ̃0) are produced through electroweak couplings in both lepton and791
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FIG. 4. Estimated gluino exclusion reaches for various colliders and search methods. Current expected limits from
the LHC [192, 193] are shown as vertical lines. A table detailing the origin of each line is given in Table VIII. The
results are given for a set of scenarios including large squark-neutralino mass splitting and compress, and for decays
to top quarks and direct decays to light quarks. The hashed gray band indicates the range of estimates in the case
where both a dedicated study and Run-2 extrapolation are available.

hadron colliders. For hadron colliders, this means the production cross-sections are lower than for the strongly792

interacting states, lowering the energy reach compared to the strongly produced states. The charginos and793

neutralinos are mixtures of the SUSY partners of the Higgs boson, W , and B fields. The masses, production794

cross-sections, and decays branching fraction depend on this mixing. For simplicity, two extreme cases are795

considered.796

The first set of studies, shown in Figure 6, targets larger mass splittings with Wino-Bino coupling for797

production. In this model, the lightest chargino (χ̃±
1 ) and next-to-lightest neutralino (χ̃0

2) are produced as a798

pair. These can then decay as χ̃±
1 → W±χ̃0

1 and χ̃0
2 → Z/hχ̃

0
1 resulting a WZ or Wh plus Emiss

T final state.799

For the lower chargino-neutralino mass-splitting range (∆M ≈ 10 GeV and ∆M ≈ 90 GeV), the results800

are based on the leptonic decays of the W and Z bosons (WZ → 3ℓ). For larger mass-splitting scenarios801

(∆M ≳ 750 GeV), the hadronic decays are more sensitive. These limits assume that the χ̃±
1 χ̃

0
2 decays 100%802

to WZ, which is unrealistic, but combinations with Wh searches should mitigate this assumption. The803

results are primarily based on the collider reach extrapolation of the current LHC Run-2 results [167, 195],804

with one dedicated FCC-hh study relevant for the ∆M ≈ 90 GeV region [196]. These results are consistent805

where comparable. The dedicated FCC-hh result is not considered for the higher mass-splitting region806

where the sensitivity is dominated by the all hadronic final state. For the lepton colliders, the energy reach807

is expected to
√
(s)/2.808

A second model, shown in Figure 7, is considered where the LSP is primarily the Higgsino with small809

mixings with the other states. Such a scenario is of particular interest in naturalness-motivated scenarios,810

because the fine-tunning of the Higgs mass is particularly sensitive to the Higgsino mass parameter which811

contributes to the Higgs mass at tree-level. This leads to small mass splitting between the neutralino LSP812

and the lightest chargino and the next-to-lightest neutralino. CMS and ATLAS have performed dedicated813

searches for this compressed region using a combination of the two and three lepton and Emiss
T final-states814

using Run-2 LHC data[197, 198]. They also have dedicated studies for the HL-LHC and HE-LHC sensitivity.815

These provide a good opportunity to compare dedicated studies with the collider reach extrapolations. For816

the current Run-2, we see that the reach in CMS and ATLAS are comparable for some mass range, but817
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FIG. 5. Estimated stop exclusion reaches for various colliders and search methods. The two, three, and four-body
decay searches target the regions ∆m(t̃1, χ̃

0
1) ∈ (mt,∞), (mb + mW ,mt), and (0,mb + mW ) respectively. The bars

show the largest limit on m(t̃1) in the m(t̃1) − m(χ̃0
1) phase-space for each region. The Precision Higgs constraints

are based on measuring production rates of the Higgs boson assuming the only BSM contributions are from stops.
ILC, CLIC, and Muon Collider limits are estimated to be

√
s/2, with slight inefficiencies in the three and four-body

decay searches due to soft decay products. Current expected limits from the LHC [83] are shown as vertical lines. A
table detailing the origin of each line is given in Table IX. The hashed gray band indicates the range of estimates in
the case where both a dedicated study and Run-2 extrapolation are available.

because of different optimizations as a function of ∆M , they are not identical. When these results are818

extrapolated to HL-LHC, and compared to the dedicated ATLAS HL-LHC result, there is good agreement819

at one ∆M , but not at others. This is because the ATLAS dedicated result only considers one bin as820

opposed to the complex many-bin analysis in the Run-2 result. So while the dedicated analysis is based821

on a full calculation of the signal and background cross-sections and a realistic simulation of the detector822

performance, it does not have analysis optimization Run-2 result. It should also be noted that there is823

potential for improvement using more sophisticated selections [199], which gives a comparable result to the824

Run-2 extrapolation. Again, for the lepton colliders, the energy reach is expected to
√
(s)/2, with a possible825

small reduction at the lowest ∆M region.826

For the Higgsino model, there are two other important search strategies. If the ∆M is small enough, then827

there are essentially no visible signs of the Higgsinos, but they can be limited by the Emiss
T distribution in828

mono-jets [200]. The upper ∆M reach of this method has not been studied but is likely to be large enough829

to close the ∆M -gap with the dilepton searches. For that reason, those limits are shown as a bar chart830

beneath the other results. For pure Higgsinos, the mass splitting is so small, that particle becomes long-lived831

(see Section XC 1). This case is relevant for dark matter and is addressed in Section XIA.832
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FIG. 6. Wino NLSP bino LSP sensitivity comparison for various collider scenarios. A table detailing the origin of
each line is given in Table X. Most of the results are based on Run-2 using Collider Reach, but where a dedicated
study is also available the results are consistent. Lepton colliders are assumed to be energy limited with a limit of√

(s)/2.

Sleptons833

Sleptons aren’t motivated to be light by naturalness considerations, but they may still be light. There are834

two other strong considerations that could point to light smuons (µ̃) and staus (τ̃). One region of parameter835

space that can potentially give the right dark matter relic abundance is the neutralino-stau coanhilation836

region [201]. The g-2 anomaly points toward a light smuon and/or chargino [202]. If the lightest charginos,837

neutralinos, staus, and smuons are measurable at a linear collider, the logic can be inverted and it can be838

confirmed that new particles account for the g-2 discrepancy [203].839

Sleptons have even lower production cross-sections than charginos and neutralinos, coupled with difficult840

signatures, this makes them challenging for hadron colliders. The smuon limits are only estimated from Run-841

2 LHC using collider reach studies 1. There are no dedicated studies of smuon limits for lepton colliders,842

1We exclude here the special case of long-lived sleptons.
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FIG. 7. Compressed EWK reaches for CMS (dotted and dot-dashed) and ATLAS (full line and dashed). Plot
references are included in Table XI.

however, it is reasonable to expect they’d be close to the
√
s/2 limit. For stau limits, there is a dedicated843

from ATLAS for the HL-LHC. For FCC-hh, we use collider reach extrapolations as representative of the844

expected reach. For ILC, a dedicated study [90] shows that for ILC500 and ILC1000, the exclusion reach845

is close to
√
s/2 of most of the range of ∆M(τ̃ , χ̃

0
1), but degrades slightly at the lowest ∆M ≲ 5 GeV. We846

assume that the ≈ √s/2 limit also applies to CLIC3000 and muon colliders.847
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FIG. 8. Smuon sensitivity comparison for various collider scenarios. All values were obtained by re-scaling Run-2
limits [204]. A table detailing the origin of each line is given in Table XII

.
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FIG. 9. Stau sensitivity comparison for various collider scenarios. A table detailing the origin of each line is given in
Table XIII
. Results include extrapolations of Run-2, and dedicated studies. The HE-LHC high-mass-splitting result is one of

the few cases where the extrapolation is not very consistent with the dedicated study.
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A. pMSSM Scans848

Interpretation of experimental results within the MSSM framework traditionally relies on two primary849

methods to reduce the large number of free parameters in the theory. By assuming a specific mechanism for850

SUSY breaking at a high unification scale, boundary conditions can be imposed on the soft SUSY breaking851

parameters in order to reduce the number of free parameters of the model. The most prominent example852

is the constrained MSSM (cMSSM) [205–208] with five free parameters. The other interpretation method,853

known as "simplified model spectra" (SMS) [209–211], analyzes the production of only one set of SUSY854

particles at the electroweak (EW) scale with a fixed decay chain. While these frameworks allow for efficient855

interpretation of results, they do so at the expense of sampling only a very small part of the phase space of the856

MSSM and potentially focusing on signatures that may not be realized in nature. Recently, the ATLAS and857

CMS collaborations and theory community have attempted to ameliorate the limitations of interpretations858

based on the cMSSM and SMS by use of the phenomenological MSSM (pMSSM) [212–217], which reduces859

the 120-parameter MSSM space to 19 free parameters, specified at the EW scale, based on assumptions860

related to current experimental constraints (including those from flavor, CP violation, and EW symmetry861

breaking) rather than details of the SUSY breaking mechanism.862

An updated scan of the pMSSM, based on Markov chain Monte Carlo procedure, was performed specifi-863

cally for the 2021 Snowmass process as described in detail in Ref. [218]. The scan was designed to cover the864

accessible energy ranges of many future collider scenarios, including electron, muon, and hadron colliders865

with center-of-mass energies from a few hundred GeV to 100 TeV. By including calculated values of inter-866

esting physical observables for each scan point, including the muon anomalous magnetic moment, the dark867

matter relic density, and properties of the Higgs boson, the scan also provides a means to determine how868

improvements in sensitivity to those observables from potential future experiments exclude or favor regions869

of the pMSSM parameter space.870

Of particular interest is a comparison of how precision measurements and direct searches from future871

colliders impact the allowed pMSSM parameter space. The next generation of colliders are expected to872

improve precision on Higgs boson couplings from the 2-10% level at HL-LHC to the 0.1-1% level [219]. The873

analysis of the Snowmass 2021 pMSSM scan confirms previous studies [220] showing that MSSM effects874

cause deviations of Higgs couplings from the SM expectation primarily via tree-level impacts of the MSSM875

Higgs sector rather than from loop contributions of new SUSY particles. The MSSM-related Higgs coupling876

deviations are largest (few percent scale) for couplings to the b quark and τ , which scale as κb,τ ∝ sin(β −877

α)− cos(β − α) tanβ where α is the angle that diagonalizes the CP-even Higgs sector. Deviations from the878

SM for other Higgs couplings are of order 0.1% or less, which make them essentially inaccessible for precision879

measurements from any future collider scenario considered in this Snowmass process.880

The impact of expected improved precision of the measurement the Higgs boson coupling to b quarks (κb881

in the κ-framework [221, 222]) as a function of tanβ and the mass of the pseudoscalar Higgs boson of the882

MSSM (MA) is shown in Fig. 10. The plot shows the fraction of pMSSM scan points with κb within 1% of the883

SM expectation of unity, where the range of 1% is chosen to approximately reflect the 95% CL corresponding884

to the 0.48% precision on κb expected from a combination of precision measurements at FCC-ee, FCC-eh,885

and FCC-hh [219]. Expected 95% CL exclusions from direct searches for pseudoscalar Higgs boson (A) at886

the HL-LHC and FCC-hh are overlaid for reference; points to the left of the lines are excluded. Exclusions887

at low tanβ are obtained from studies of A→ bb/tt [223], and those at high tanβ come from projections for888

A→ τ+τ− [223, 224]. As is evident in the plot, direct searches for A at the HL-LHC are expected to provide889

better sensitivity to the MSSM than the highest precision measurements of κb, which shows the strongest890

MSSM-related deviation of any Higgs coupling parameter.891

VII. LEPTOQUARKS892

Leptoquarks (LQ) are particles that mediate conversions between quarks and leptons. As such they need893

to carry color charge as well as baryon and lepton number. As discussed in Sec. II B, LQs arise in many894

BSM models, such as GUT-inspired scenarios [58–60], R-parity violating SUSY [54–57] or composite Higgs895

models [51–53], and may resolve some of the observed B-physics anomalies [47]. However, care must be896

taken since LQs which allow diquark interaction may allow the proton to decay.897

Leptoquarks have been searched for extensively at the LHC, and current mass exclusion bounds extend898

≳ 1 TeV [48–50, 225, 226]. While leptoquark production at hadron colliders are mainly governed by their899
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FIG. 10. The fraction of pMSSM scan points with κb within 1% of the SM expectation of unity as a function of tanβ
and MA. The range of 1% is chosen to approximately reflect the 95% CL corresponding to the 0.48% precision on
κb expected from the FCC-ee/eh/hh combination [219]. Expected 95% CL exclusions from HL-LHC [223, 224] and
FCC-hh [223] are overlaid for reference. White bins include no scan points generated by the Markov chain Monte
Carlo (McMC) procedure. Gray bins include scan points generated by the McMC, but rejected at a later step because
of lack of consistency with current precision measurements and direct searches.

strong interaction, lepton colliders are sensitive to their electroweak couplings and flavor/gauge structure,900

and thus provide a complimentary probe.901

LQs may be either scalar or vector, however, the signatures of different LQs are closely related. Most902

of the current work focuses on the LQ U1 in the notation of Ref. [227], and is a vector in the (3, 1, 2/3)903

representation of the SM gauge group. However, phenomenology of different spins or representations is904

expected to be qualitatively similar. Parameterizing the couplings of a LQ to muons and second and third905

generation squarks, a high energy muon collider may be able to probe LQ mass scales an order of magnitude906

higher than
√
s and with perturbative couplings, considering pair production, single production and DY907

production for b-quarks [228, 229].908

VIII. NEW BOSONS AND HEAVY RESONANCES909

In this section, we present an overview of the prospects for new heavy vector bosons that are probed by910

resonance searches at colliders. We begin with the canonical example of a Z ′ boson, which is a neutral vector911

particle coupling to a SM fermion and antifermion. This example demonstrates the discovery capability of912

lepton colliders, hadron colliders, and the necessity of an HEP program that includes both machines. There913

was a diversity of ideas for new bosons and heavy resonances presented at Snowmass, so we conclude this914

section with a discussion of those other models and channels.915

A. Z′ Bosons: the Standard Candle of BSM Physics916

In the Standard Model, the Z and γ bosons mediate the flavor-conserving weak and electromagnetic917

neutral currents between SM fermions, respectively. In general, we can model the interactions of a new918

vector boson via the current coupling to SM fields, where the overall proportionality constant is the new919

gauge coupling. The remaining model dependence is dictated by the pattern of charge assignments of the920

SM fields in the current coupling, which could include both vector and axial-vector interactions as long as921

the ultraviolet theory fulfills gauge anomaly cancellation requirements. Hence, the Z ′ boson benchmark922

paradigm is characterized by the new physics parameters of the Z ′ mass, the new gauge coupling, and a923

fixed pattern of SM fermion charge assignments.924
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From the phenomenological perspective, resonance searches are generally characterized by the production925

coupling, the decay coupling, and the resonance mass, where the decay coupling is typically traded for the926

branching fraction to the desired final state. Correspondingly, any given Z ′ model will have a prediction927

for the final state branching fraction dictated by the pattern of charge assignments of the SM fermions,928

which reduces the parameter space to the Z ′ coupling and Z ′ mass. This is also true even when the Z ′
929

is too heavy to be probed directly as a resonance at the given collider energy and instead is tested via930

angular correlations or effective operators of SM fermions. In this way, different Z ′ models are essentially931

distinguished by their patterns of charge assignments and otherwise can be characterized by their common932

phenomenological parameters of coupling and mass.933

This coupling vs. mass framework for Z ′ searches [230, 231] thus fulfills a twofold purpose especially934

suited for the Snowmass process. First, the framework helps distill the Z ′ resonance signal from disparate935

ultraviolet models into the minimal new physics parameter space relevant for resonance searches at colliders.936

Second, the framework also affords the direct comparison of experimental reach across different collider937

proposals, including a comparison of e+e−, pp, and µ+µ− colliders as well as other collider options. This938

will be illustrated and discussed in our summary table III, presented at the end of this subsection. We first939

discuss the specific Z ′ models studied in different Snowmass contributions.940

1. Universal Z′
941

Universal Z' at Muon Collider

FIG. 11. (left) The coupling versus mass reach for a universal Z′ at the muon collider [232], for 95% CL exclusion
(solid) and 5σ discovery (dashed), and the envelope of other colliders [2] for 95% CL exclusion (dashed blue). (right)
Coupling versus mass reach at 95% CL for electron-positron colliders (CEPC, ILC, CLIC and FCC-ee) and proton-
proton colliders (HL-LHC, HE-LHC and FCC-hh) and an electron-proton collider (FCC-eh) from Ref. [2] and the
muon collider [232].

The universal Z ′ model features a Z ′ boson with unit charges for all SM fermions, hence its universal desig-942

nation. Figure 11 compares a Snowmass result on the sensitivity to a universal Z ′ at the muon collider [232]943

with other colliders [2]. A muon collider at
√
s = 3 TeV is competitive with other colliders, with sensitivity944

nearly identical to ILC at
√
s = 1 TeV. A muon collider at

√
s = 10 TeV has the highest mass reach for a945

universal Z ′ with large couplings gZ′ , uniquely probing masses MZ′ > 100 TeV. A muon collider at
√
s = 10946

TeV is sensitive to smaller couplings than the other colliders, with the exception of FCC-hh, which has the947

highest sensitivity from direct searches within the mass region MZ′ < 28 TeV. Lepton colliders have an edge948

in sensitivity when the boson is so heavy that only indirect effects can be measured, arising from the fact949

that in the signal kinematic distributions, the lepton collider experiments benefit from relatively smaller950

systematic uncertainties.951
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2. Lepton-Specific Z′ Boson952

Motivated by the B-physics anomalies and indications for violation of lepton universality, Ref. [228] con-953

sidered the benchmark of a Z ′ mediating gauged Lµ − Lτ number, which can also address the anomalous954

magnetic moment of the muon from the Muon g-2 experiment. Here, the special nature of the specific lepton955

charges highlights the capability of a 3 TeV muon collider since it produces the Z ′ boson directly, as shown956

in Fig. 12 from Ref. [228].957

3. Sequential Standard Model Z′
958

The sequential standard model (SSM) Z ′ boson follows the same coupling pattern of the SM Z boson, and959

is the benchmark model most commonly used by experimental searches. The recently begun running period960

of LHC, Run 3 at
√
s = 13.6 TeV with 160 fb−1, when combined with the previous running period, Run 2 at961 √

s = 13 TeV with 140 fb−1, is expected to result in a mass reach of 5.4 TeV for SSM Z ′ at 95% CL in the962

dilepton channel [233]. HL-LHC will significantly extend LHC sensitivity to the SSM Z ′ model, as shown963

in the upper right panel of Fig. 12 for several channels and experiments that were studied for Snowmass964

[233–235]. ILC would extend the sensitivity beyond HL-LHC, and the lower right panel of Fig. 12 shows a965

set of Z ′ benchmarks including the SSM Z ′ for different ILC machine operating conditions [236]. Further966

increases in sensitivity to the SSM Z ′ would come from future proton-proton (pp) colliders, and table V lists967

that sensitivity for decays to dijets, and the dependence on integrated luminosity is shown in Fig. 14.968
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FIG. 12. (left) The coupling versus mass limits for a lepton universality violating Z′ at the muon collider [228]
(orange), compared to the mass reach of LHC (black curve) and LHC+ILC (black dashed curves), and the favored
regions of parameter space from measurements at Muon g-2 (yellow) and LHCb (violet). (right) SSM Z′ mass
reach for 5σ discovery and 95% CL exclusion from (top) HL-LHC in the dijet channel [234], dimuon, dielectron and
combined dilepton channel in ATLAS [235] and in CMS [233] and (bottom) from ILC at three operating energies for
SSM and four other Z′ models decaying to pairs of fermions. [236].

4. Machines Ordered by Z′ Sensitivity969

In this subsection, we organize the Snowmass contributions into a summary table to enable an illustrative970

comparison between the various Z ′ models and current and possible collider scenarios. To enable the com-971
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parison and focus on the mass reach of the different colliders, we adopted the g′Z = 0.2 coupling parameter972

for the universal Z ′ model, since it roughly aligns with the mass reach for the SSM Z ′ model in the resonance973

channels studied. As we move down the table shown in table III, the Z ′ mass reach steadily increases.974

At first glance, this table shows the obvious correlation that higher center of mass collider energy affords975

higher reach in Z ′ mass, where the orders of magnitude spanned in collider energy pay off in orders of976

magnitude in Z ′ mass reach. This is justified since the resonance signal is assured when the Z ′ boson is977

within the kinematic reach of the collider. Moreover, for a given operating point of a collider, we see that the978

two Z ′ model benchmarks have very comparable results, which reflects the fact that the underlying charge979

assignments of SM fermions to the Z ′ currents only differ by O(1) factors, and so these results would be980

broadly applicable in other models where Z ′ bosons couple to all SM fermions, such as in gauged B − L981

models. For more fermion-specific models, such as Lµ − Lτ or gauged baryon number, which are equally982

relevant to the model benchmarks shown in table III, the distinction between the different colliders becomes983

dramatically more important since the Z ′ resonance would be produced via a tree-level coupling in some984

colliders while only produced via a kinetic mixing coupling or a loop-induced coupling in others. As a985

first estimate, the corresponding reach for a point of comparison to table III would then adopt a coupling986

suppressed by a loop factor when the model does not couple to the initial partons at tree-level.987

In table III the relationship between the Z ′ mass reach at 95% CL and the mass reach at 5σ depends988

on the machine type and final state. The two sensitivities are roughly equal for dilepton final states at pp989

colliders, because the Z ′ peak is beyond the highest masses of the dilepton continuum background from990

electroweak production via Drell-Yan, a convincing and background-free exclusion or discovery. For dijet991

final states at pp colliders, the direct searches for a Z ′ dijet mass bump has a 95% CL mass reach that is992

roughly 20-30% larger than the 5σ mass reach, because here the continuum background is larger from strong993

production of dijets via QCD. Finally, lepton colliders search within the kinematic distributions of fermion994

pairs for the indirect effects of a Z ′, with huge backgrounds at di-fermion masses significantly lower than995

the Z ′ pole mass, resulting in a 95% CL mass reach that is roughly 60-100% larger than the 5σ mass reach.996

Therefore, table III illustrates both the power of lepton colliders for indirect discovery of new physics, and997

the subsequent necessity of a hadron collider to directly produce and confirm that new physics, within a998

complete program for the future of HEP like that discussed at Snowmass for FCC [237].999

B. W ′ Bosons1000

Models that featureW ′ bosons differ from Z ′ models sinceW ′ bosons mediate a charged current interaction1001

and hence necessarily extend the SM electroweak gauge symmetry either via a product gauge group or1002

embedding the SM electroweak group in a larger symmetry. We show the sensitivity of HL-LHC to the1003

di-fermion decays of a right-handed W ′
R gauge boson or an SSM W ′ boson in the table on the left side of1004

Fig. IV. The sensitivity for SSM W ′ decaying to dijets at future pp colliders is also shown in table V and1005

Fig. 14. For all di-fermion decays, the W ′ mass reach is larger than Z ′, due to the larger production cross1006

section. Di-boson decays are more challenging, and no mass reach projections were done for snowmass, but1007

the multi-body mass distributions of W ′
SSM → WZ ′

SSM at HL-LHC were studied [238] and are shown on1008

the right side of Fig. IV.1009

C. Axion-Like Particles1010

In contrast to Z ′ and W ′ bosons, axion-like particles (ALPs) are new pseudoscalar particles whose La-1011

grangian interactions are generally governed by a discrete shift symmetry. These pseudoscalars arise as1012

pseudo-Nambu Goldstone bosons from a spontaneously broken global U(1) symmetry in the ultraviolet the-1013

ory. In analogy with the QCD axion arising from the Peccei-Quinn mechanism or the pion from the QCD1014

chiral Lagrangian, ALP interactions are characterized by a decay constant fa associated with their PNGB1015

nature and, unlike traditional QCD axions, ALP masses are free parameters and provide the leading explicit1016

shift symmetry breaking. While ALP Lagrangians have a rich phenomenology, the main phenomenological1017

target at experiments is the ALP coupling to two photons, allowing a smooth transition between traditional1018

QCD axion and ALP parameters.1019

Figure 13 shows the results of Snowmass studies on the sensitivity of the muon collider to an ALP [228, 240]1020

compared with other colliders [2, 237] in the ma vs. gaγγ plane. For ALP decays to diphotons, the muon1021
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TABLE III. For each collider we list the operating point and mass reach, for 5σ discovery and 95% CL exclusion,
of the SSM Z′ model taken from Refs. [183, 233–236], and the mass reach of the universal Z′ model with a coupling
gZ′ = 0.2 from Refs. [2, 232] that we determined from Fig. 11.

collider and CLIC are the most sensitive to high ALP masses ma > 100 GeV, and FCC-ee has the best1022

sensitivity in the medium mass range 1 < ma < 100 GeV thanks to the potentially very large integrated1023

luminosity expected at the Z pole in circular e+e− colliders. In the more near term, the best collider limits1024

on ALPs coupling to photons over the range ma ≈ 0.1 − 100 GeV will be set by exploiting photon-photon1025

collisions in ultraperipheral interactions of heavy-ions during the HL-LHC phase [241, 242]. By searching for a1026

diphoton resonance above the light-by-light continuum, ALP-photon couplings as low as gaγγ ≈ 10−2 GeV−5
1027

can be probed over this broad ma range.1028

It worthies noting that the ALP is typically expected to have non-suppressed coupling to gluons, in1029

particular in its connection to the Strong CP puzzle of QCD [243, 244]. Having gluonic couplings changes1030

the considerations for the search channels and the performance at different facilities appreciably (see recent1031
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W′ at HL-LHC (14 TeV, 3 ab−1)
Source Model & 5σ 95% CL

Channel (TeV) (TeV)
ATLAS [235] W ′

R → tb 4.3 4.9
RH [234] W ′

SSM → dijet 4.8 5.6
CMS [239] W ′

SSM → τν – 7.2
W ′

SSM → µν 7.1 7.3
ATLAS [235] W ′

SSM → eν 7.5 7.6
W ′

SSM → lν 7.7 7.9

TABLE IV. (left) W ′ mass reach for 5σ discovery and 95% CL exclusion from HL-LHC, for a right-handed model
decaying to a top and bottom quark in ATLAS [235], and for the SSM model in the dijet channel [234], the tau
channel in CMS [239], and the muon, electron, and combined channel in ATLAS [235]. (right) The distribution of
dijet mass (points) and dijet + lepton mass (histogram) of the simulated decay W ′

SSM → WZ′
SSM → (lν)(qq̄) for

HL-LHC [238].

phenomenological studies [245–247]).1032
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FIG. 13. (left) The axion-like particle (ALP) coupling in the diphoton channel gaγγ versus 95% CL mass reach is
shown at multiple colliders [2, 237] and superimposed is the same at the muon collider (black) for ma < 100 GeV [228].
(right) A related ALP coupling in the diphoton channel CB̃/fa = gaγγ/4 (red), and the coupling for other channels,
versus 5σ mass reach at the muon collider for ma > 200 GeV [240].

D. Dijet Resonances1033

The sensitivity to dijet resonances at pp colliders was explored during Snowmass 2021 as discussed in1034

Refs. [234, 237, 248]. The process, pp→ X → 2 jets, is an essential benchmark of discovery capability of pp1035

colliders and is sensitive to a variety of models of new physics at the highest mass scales. The sensitivity to1036

a dijet resonance is mainly determined by its cross section. The study considered strongly produced models,1037

those with large production cross sections, that include scalar diquarks, colorons and excited quarks. At the1038

highest resonance masses these strongly produced models can only be observed at a pp collider, as lepton1039

colliders can only produce diquarks and excited quarks in pairs at significantly lower masses. Also considered1040
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are weakly produced models, with production cross sections that are roughly two orders of magnitude smaller,1041

that include W ′s, Z ′s and Randall-Sundrum gravitons, which can also be observed at lepton colliders as1042

previously discussed. The 5σ discovery mass is shown as a function of integrated luminosity in Fig. 14 for1043
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√
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cross section models of W′ SSM bosons (crosses) Z′ SSM bosons (stars) and Randall-Sundrum gravitons (diamonds).
From Ref. [234].

1044

1045

these two sets of models organized by production strength. Note two scaling behaviors of the sensitivity: the1046

mass sensitivity is roughly proportional to the collision energy, and for any fixed value of
√
s, the sensitivity1047

is roughly proportional to the logarithm of the integrated luminosity. In table V the study summarizes the1048

sensitivity of five major options for future colliders, a selection of the results contained in the full study [234],1049

conducted for eight collision energies and ten integrated luminosities. Again, the production strength is useful1050

for organizing the results, and very roughly speaking, the discovery mass reach of a proton-proton collider is1051

about half it’s collision energy for strongly produced dijet resonances, and about one quarter of it’s collision1052

energy for weakly produced dijet resonances. These masses are all very large compared to the mass scales1053

directly accessible by other colliders, and demonstrate a pp collider’s unique ability to deeply explore the1054

energy frontier.1055

IX. NEW FERMIONS1056

The fermion sector revealed the first laboratory evidence for physics beyond the SM in the form of neutrino1057

oscillations and the consequent requirement that SM neutrinos have mass. New fermions with masses from1058

MeV – TeV now appear in many possible extensions to the SM. In this section we will discuss models that1059

propose new neutral leptons, charged leptons, and heavy quarks whose masses may lie within the reach of1060

future collider physics programs.1061

A. Neutral Leptons1062

Extensions to the SM that account for neutrinos masses typically incorporate right-handed neutrinos with1063

mass terms that either conserve lepton flavor (“Dirac”) or do not (“Majorana”). In most models, the additional1064
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TABLE V. Comparison of the sensitivity to dijet resonances of five pp colliders at their approximate baseline integrated
luminosities. The mass for discovery at 5σ, or exclusion at 95% confidence level, is listed for six models in descending
order of model cross section. From Ref. [234].

right-handed neutrinos are “sterile” with very small mixings to SM neutrinos, and they have masses much1065

larger than the eV scale. Neutral leptons with masses on the MeV scale or higher are referred to as heavy1066

neutral leptons (HNLs).1067

A common benchmark model for HNLs is the Seesaw Mechanism. In type-1 Seesaw models, singlet HNL1068

is added to the SM, and in type-3 Seesaw models, a triplet of heavy leptons is added, one of which is neutral.1069

These neutral HNLs could mix with the known “active” neutrinos, making detection possible if their mass1070

range is accessible to colliders. However, the couplings to SM particles are predicted to be small in this mass1071

range. Hence, high luminosity future colliders will be critical for any potential discovery.1072

1. Type-1 Seesaw1073

An HNL denoted N can be produced through a variety of processes at e+e−, pp, and ep colliders. Phe-1074

nomenological studies typically assume a single N that decays to SM particles, mixing with SM neutrinos1075

via a matrix U . The HNL could decay via N → eW or N → νZ, making multi-lepton signatures a pop-1076

ular search route with small SM backgrounds. As the couplings proportional to |U | decrease, N becomes1077

long-lived and may decay with significant displacement from the original collision.1078

At the EIC, the lepton number violating signatures e−p → j(N → e+W−∗), with W−∗ → e+µ−ν̄µ) or1079

W−∗ → e+jj would strongly suggest a Majorana HNL, and the e+µ− final state would have very small1080

SM background. These searches could constrain |Ue|2, the mixing of N with the electron neutrino, down to1081

∼ 10−4 for mN on the order of 10 GeV, as shown in Fig. 15 [249]. The EIC could also constrain this coupling1082

at lower mN via similar searches that require the N decay vertex to be displaced by 2 – 20 mm transverse1083

to the beam direction. In both types of search, a Dirac HNL with e− in the final state allows a similar reach1084

as found in the Majorana case. In the same mN region, ATLAS, CMS, and LHCb may be able to constrain1085

single-flavor couplings to much lower values using the muon chambers as displaced vertex detectors, subject1086

to the detector conditions described in [250]. This potential reach for |Ue|2 is also shown in Fig. 15.1087

The HL-LHC experiments and other future high energy colliders can also search for high-mass HNL1088

signatures, in which the W/Z bosons produced in the HNL decay are on-shell. When considering only1089

one flavor of mixing, a fast-simulation study by CMS in a high-momentum three-lepton final state predicts1090
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exclusions up to 2.0 TeV for |Ue| = 1 and 2.4 TeV for |Uµ = 1| at 14 TeV with the full HL-LHC dataset of 31091

ab−1 [251]. Figure 15 shows the potential reach of high-mass searches at pp colliders of various energies and1092

integrated luminosities, in the scenario with |Uµ|2 = |Uτ |2 and |Ue|2 = 0 (though bounds are similar when1093

replacing muon coupling with electron) [250]. These projections are compared in Fig. 15 to bounds expected1094

from the ILC or CLIC at
√
s = 500 GeV (1.6 ab−1), 1 TeV (3.2 ab−1), and 3 TeV (4 ab−1) [252]. The1095

ILC/CLIC fast-simulation projection for the ℓνjj final state utilized a boosted decision tree to discriminate1096

signal from the background and assumes equal coupling of the N to all three SM flavors. For prompt HNL1097

searches, Fig. 15 shows that ep collisions allow access to the smallest couplings for low mN , e+e− collisions1098

for mN ∼ 100–1000 GeV, and pp collisions for even higher masses.1099

FIG. 15. Expected bounds for HNLs in the type-1 Seesaw model. Low mass constraints on the coupling of the HNL
to electrons are set for the EIC and HL-LHC [249, 250]. High mass constraints from the HL-LHC, HE-LHC, FCC-hh,
ILC, and CLIC assume either two (hadron colliders) or three (lepton colliders) non-zero couplings between the HNL
and SM leptons [250, 252].

Many other proposed future experiments could offer discovery potential for Type-1 Seesaw HNLs, partic-1100

ularly in the low-mass / small-coupling region where long-lived searches will be required. Figure 16, adapted1101

from [250, 253], shows the expected reach of experiments such as FASER2, MATHUSLA, CODEXb, and1102

the FCC (see Section X B.) Many of these experiments are proposed to be realized within the HL-LHC1103

timescale. In a longer timescale, the FCC-ee could probe the deepest into small couplings for GeV-scale1104

HNLs. The “type-I seesaw” line indicates the approximate parametric scaling that would be satisfied in1105

a simplified model with just a single neutrino flavor. Realistic three-generation models can have specific1106

Yukawa textures and/or additional symmetries which can modify this scaling and make the regions above1107

or below this line physically relevant. Concretely, one expects a specific Yukawa texture or approximate1108

symmetry in the region above the line to keep the masses of the SM neutrinos small enough, or one can1109

realize it through the inverse seesaw mechanism. Below the dashed line, additional contributions to the neu-1110

trino masses (e.g. a set of additional, heavier neutral leptons) are needed to explain the neutrino oscillation1111

data. The heavy neutrino mass range displayed in figure 16/2-35 allows for successful leptogenesis during1112

heavy neutrino freeze-in [254, 255] or freeze-out [256]. Updated parameter space scans [257–259] show that1113

the LHC, FCC-ee and other future colliders can access the parameter region where heavy neutrinos can1114

simultaneously explain the light neutrino masses and the baryon asymmetry of the universe. We can view1115

the extra Higgs doublet as a new portal to the VLLs, similarly to SUSY scenarios heavy Higgs portal to1116

electroweakino and scalar lepton sectors [260].1117

2. Type-3 Seesaw1118

In the Type-3 Seesaw model, the HNL is a member of a triplet of new fermions added to the SM, labeled1119

N ,E±, or Σ0,Σ±, or similar. In this model, the gauge charges of the triplet fermions allow for pair production1120
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FIG. 16. Constraints and future sensitivities for HNLs with mass M and mixing U2
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over three HNL flavours). Medium gray: Constraints on the mixing of HNLs from past experiments [261–271].
Colourful lines: Estimated sensitivities of the main HL-LHC detectors (adapted from [272–274]) and NA62 [275],
with the sensitivities of selected planned or proposed experiments (DUNE [276], FASER2 [277], SHiP [278, 279],
MATHUSLA [280], CODEX-b [281], cf. [246] for a more complete list) as well as selected proposed future colliders
(FCC-ee [253, 282, 283], FCC-hh [274, 284], ILC [285, 286] LHeC and FCC-he [287], and muon colliders [288], with
DV indicating displaced vertex searches). Green band: Indicative lower bound on the total HNL mixing U2

e +U2
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τ

from the requirement to explain the light neutrino oscillation data [289] when varying the lightest neutrino mass and
marginalising over light neutrino mass orderings. The matter-antimatter asymmetry of the universe [290] can be
explained via low scale leptogenesis [254–256] along with the light neutrino masses in most of the white region above
this band [258]. Light gray: Lower bound on U2

µ from BBN [291, 292]. Plot adapted from [293].

without suppressing mixing between active and sterile neutrinos [250]. Production of NE± followed by1121

N → Wℓ can yield final states with many leptons, or lepton and high-momentum jets. ATLAS and CMS1122

currently exclude Σ masses below about 1 TeV, depending on the final state, and could extend that reach1123

to 2 TeV with the full HL-LHC dataset [250]. Figure 17 (left) shows the projected luminosities required1124

for exclusion and discovery of a heavy-fermion triplet at pp colliders with HL-LHC, HE-LHC, and FCC-hh1125

energies, assuming a combination of searches for NE± and E+E− production [250, 294].1126

At e+e− colliders, single production of a triplet HNL is possible, based on the coupling of the triplet to1127

the electron. This coupling is fixed at 0.00035 (EWPD-e) and 0.00025 (EWPD-U) by electroweak precision1128

observables, regardless of Σ mass. Bound from future colliders can be considerably stronger, as summarized1129

in Fig. 17 (right), where the e+e− → (N → Wℓ)ν process was analyzed in a final state with a lepton, /ET ,1130

and large-radius jet with 2-prong substructure [295].1131

B. Charged Leptons1132

Vectorlike leptons (VLL) are weakly interacting fermions whose left-handed and right-handed components1133

transform the same way under the Standard Model gauge group. Unlike chiral fermions, they decouple1134

from low-energy observables as they get heavier, since the mass arises from a bare electroweak-singlet term.1135

Following ref. [296], consider two minimal models: a charged SU(2)L-singlet pair (“Singlet VLL") and a1136

SU(2)L-doublet pair (“Doublet VLL"). In both models, VLLs promptly decay to SM states via a mass1137

mixing with the SM τ leptons. The mass eigenstates include a new charged Dirac pair τ ′+τ ′− with mass Mτ ′ .1138

For large Mτ ′ , the branching ratios {BR(τ ′ →Wν),BR(τ ′ → Zτ),BR(τ ′ → hτ)} asymptotically approach1139

{0.5, 0.25, 0.25} in the Singlet VLL model, and {0, 0.5, 0.5} in the Doublet VLL model, illustrating the1140
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FIG. 17. Expected bounds for HNLs in the Type-3 Seesaw model at pp colliders (left, from [250, 294]) and lepton
colliders (right, from [295]).

Goldstone equivalence principle. The Doublet VLL model also contains a new neutral Dirac pair ν′ν′ with1141

mass Mν′ ≈ Mτ ′ and BR(ν′ → Wτ) = 1, reflecting the assumption that ν′ does not mix with the SM1142

neutrinos.1143

TABLE VI. Mass reaches at future pp colliders for discovering (at 5σ) or excluding (at 95% CL) doublet VLL, using
multi-lepton signatures, from [297]. The relative uncertainty in the background is taken to be 10%, and reaches are
reported for the best individual signal region.

pp
√
s [TeV] L [ab−1] 5σ discovery reach [GeV] 95% CL exclusion reach [GeV]

14 3 900 1250
27 15 1700 2300
70 30 3400 4700
100 30 4000 5750

Based on the latest LHC exclusions at 95% CL by the CMS collaboration [298], the masses are constrained1144

to be 101.2 ≤ Mτ ′ ≤ 125 GeV or Mτ ′ ≥ 150 GeV in the Singlet VLL model, and Mτ ′ ≥ 1045 GeV in the1145

Doublet VLL model. Ref. [297] estimated the mass reaches of the Doublet VLL, summarized in Table VI,1146

for future pp colliders with
√
s = (14, 27, 70, 100) TeV and L = (3, 15, 30, 30) ab−1, respectively, using multi-1147

lepton signatures. On the other hand, ref. [297] did not find significant exclusion or discovery potential for1148

charged weak-isosinglets at future pp colliders, due to smaller cross-sections and large BR(τ ′ → Wν). The1149

Singlet VLL, which seem to pose a much more difficult challenge at pp colliders, thus makes an excellent1150

case for future lepton colliders, even at low masses. Figure 18 shows the VLL pair-production cross-sections1151

as a function of Mτ ′ for e+e− collisions at
√
s = 1000 GeV in the Singlet VLL model and

√
s = 3000 GeV in1152

the Doublet VLL model for various choices of the beam polarizations. One sensitivity study for the ILC and1153

CLIC, performed in a fully leptonic final state, suggests that almost the entire accessible range of Mτ ′ for1154

each collider energy could be excluded with 15 fb−1 (ILC 500 GeV), 23 fb−1 (ILC 1.0 GeV), and 200 fb−1
1155

(CLIC 1.5 TeV) [299]. In fully hadronic final states the required luminosities decrease considerably, offering1156

strong promise for discovery of a Singlet VLL.1157
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FIG. 18. The pair-production cross-sections for the Singlet (left) and Doublet (right) VLL for e+e− collisions at√
s = 1000 (left) and 3000 (right) GeV as a function of Mτ ′ for various choices of the beam polarizations (Pe+ ,Pe−).

The shaded regions correspond to the current 95% CL exclusion on Mτ ′ .

C. Heavy Quarks1158

Heavy vector-like quarks (VLQs) appear in many beyond the SM models. In particular, they are ubiquitous1159

in compositie Higgs models. At hadron colliders, the typical heavy VLQ production mode is pair production1160

through the strong force:1161

pp→ ΨΨ̄ (4)1162

, where Ψ is a vector-like quark (VLQ). Up-type VLQs can also be singly produced with a W or additonal1163

jet through EW interactions:1164

pp→ TW/T + jet, (5)1165

were T is a VLQ with charge +2/3. Charge +5/3 VLQs can also be produced in association with a jet via1166

interactions with EW gauge bosons and third generation quarks. Once produced, common search strategies1167

are for the decays of VLQs into SM gauge and Higgs bosons together with a top or bottom quark.1168

In the pp → T T̄ → tZtZ assuming 100% branching ratio of T → tZ, the HL-LHC can discover heavy1169

vector like quarks up to masses [300]1170

1250− 1450 GeV. (6)1171

The range of masses depends on the precise background systematics.1172

Prior to Snowmass 2021, there have been past studies of singly produced charge 2/3 and charge 5/3 VLQs1173

at the FCC-ee [301]. Unlike pair production which only depends on the strong force interactions, and hence1174

the quantum numbers of of the VLQs, single production depends on the model independent coupling of a1175

VLQ with EW gauge or Higgs bosons and third generation SM quarks These model independent couplings1176

can be the same as those that are responsible for VLQ decays. Hence, assuming that the width to mass1177

ratio is less than 30% can limit the coupling responsible for single production. With this assumptions, the1178

FCC-ee can exclude single production of charge +2/3 (T ) and charge +5/3 (X) VLQs with masses of [301]1179

MT ≲ 12 TeV and MX ≲ 14 TeV, (7)1180

respectively, with 1 ab−1. With 10 ab−1 these exclusion regions increase to [301]1181

MT ≲ 16.5 TeV and MX ≲ 19 TeV. (8)1182

These assumed that BR(T → bW ) = 0.5, and1183

D. Exotic Signals1184

While traditional production and decay modes provide useful benchmarks to gauge the capabilities of col-1185

liders. However, extending beyond the the simplest simplified model can greatly change the phenomenology.1186
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Indeed, in composite Higgs type models, it may be expected that VLQ prefer to decay into non-SM final1187

states [302].1188

Some examples of altered phenomenology:1189

• 2HDM: Adding an extra Higgs doublet to a VLF model can change both the production and decay1190

modes. It is possible for VLQs to preferentially decay into the additional Higgs bosons and SM1191

fermions [303–305]:1192

T → tH, T → bH±
1193

B → bH, B → tH±, (9)1194

where H is a heavy CP-even neutral Higgs, and H± are heavy charged Higgs. With 3 ab−1 a 141195

TeV LHC will be sensitive to these decays up to VLQ masses of 2.25-2.4 TeV [305]. The heavy Higgs1196

cascade decay is also possible. The reach of the HL-LHC with 3 ab−1 is expected to cover the heavy1197

Higgs boson mass up to 2-2.5 TeV, heavy vectorlike top quark mass up to 1.4 TeV, and heavy vectorlike1198

bottom quark mass up to 1.8 TeV [306].1199

Vectorlike leptons in 2HDMs introduce new production resonant production modes of VLLs with multi-1200

lepton signals [305]1201

gg → H → L±µ∓ → hµ±µ∓, Zµ±µ∓ (10)1202

Since these are resonant, the production rates can be favorable to production through off-shell SM1203

gauge bosons allowing for signal of TeV scale VLLs [305].1204

• Composite Higgs models often have additional pseudoscalars and scalars in addition to VLQs. If1205

kinematically allowed, the VLQ can preferentially decay to these new scalar states [302, 307–309]. Pair1206

production and decay into scalars is a promising search at the HL-LHC [309]:1207

pp→ Ψ̄Ψ→ tt̄SS, bb̄SS, (11)1208

where S is an additional neutral or chaged scalar or pseudoscalar, and Ψ can be an up-type, down-1209

type, or charge 5/3 VLQ. Depending on how S′ decays, this can lead to top or bottom production1210

in association with additional jets, SM gauge boson, or tau leptons. At the HL-LHC, many of this1211

searches will be sensitive to VLQ quark masses of 1− 1.5 TeV and scalar masses about 500 GeV [309].1212

• Beyond specific model realizations, VLQs in effective field theories can lead to novel signatures. In1213

particular, an up-type VLQ can couple to a top quark via a magnetic or chromo-magnetic effective1214

interaction, and a down-type VLQ with the bottom quark. These couplings can lead to novel single1215

VLQ production at hadron colliders via intermediate gluon [308, 310, 311]:1216

pp→ Tt/Bb, (12)1217

and novel decays into gluons and photons [308, 310, 312]:1218

T → tg/tγ, B → bg/bγ. (13)1219

The HL-LHC could be sensitive to these singley produced VLQs up to 2-3 TeV for combined Tt and Bb1220

searches. [311]. A study previous to Snomwass 2021 has also shown that the HL-LHC could discover1221

pair produced T T̄ with subsequent decays into gluon and photons up to masses of 1.4 TeV [312].1222

X. LONG LIVED PARTICLES1223

Particles with long lifetimes are an important opportunity in the search for new phenomena. The Standard1224

Model gave us many examples, spanning a wide range of lifetimes (See Fig. 19)2 Long-lived particles exist1225

2Results are often presented as a function of cτ , where c is the speed of light and τ is the proper lifetime.
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FIG. 19. The cτ of SM particles versus their mass. Plot by Brian Shuve and reproduced in [313].

because the SM is equipped with an approximate symmetry (flavor) and a hierarchy of scales (QCD vs1226

electroweak), which results in some particles being vastly more long-lived than others, even if their masses1227

are similar. Approximate symmetries and multiple scales are also ingredients in most BSM models, including1228

supersymmetry (both R-parity conserving and violating), extended neutrino sectors and models of dark1229

matter and/or baryogenesis [313]. As such, new long-lived particles (LLPs) are a generic signature of BSM1230

physics and appear in many models. Alternatively, one may also make a bottom-up argument in some cases:1231

if light (≲ 1 GeV) new particles exist, they must necessarily be very weakly coupled for phenomenological1232

reasons. As a result, they are often long-lived and excellent candidates for auxiliary LLP detectors, as1233

explained in Section X B.1234

When produced at the LHC, LLPs have distinct, unconventional experimental signatures: they can either1235

decay far from the primary proton-proton interaction but within a detector, such as ATLAS or CMS, or even1236

completely pass through the detector before decaying. Some specific examples of LLP signatures include1237

displaced and delayed leptons, photons, and jets; disappearing tracks; and nonstandard tracks produced1238

by monopoles, quirks or heavy stable charged particles (HSCPs). Standard triggers, object reconstruction,1239

and background estimation are usually inadequate for LLP searches because they are designed for promptly1240

decaying particles, and custom techniques are often needed to analyze the data. The challenging background1241

environment near the LHC collision points moreover has motivated a number of (proposals for) dedicated1242

LLP detectors. Such auxiliary detectors can involve a large amount of shielding and therefore are particularly1243

well motivated for light LLPs. Some designs can also access the ultra-high rapidity regime, which is powerful1244

for models where the LLPs are primarily produced within the beamline.1245

The content of this section has strong synergies with other sections of this report, including the New1246

Bosons discussion in Section VIII and the New Fermions discussion in Section IX, as, for example, heavy1247

neutral leptons and axion-like particles could be long-lived. LLPs also have synergies with the Rare Processes1248

Frontier, especially RF06 [314], which also has close ties to heavy neutral leptons, dark photons and light1249

hidden sectors more generally, as well as the opportunity to explore external detectors at the LHC.1250

In Section XA, we discuss strategies and detector R&D that are particularly relevant for LLPs, followed1251

by a brief overview of the (proposed) dedicated LLP detectors in Section X B. In Section X C, we discuss1252

the projected results for different LLP signatures and models. Throughout these sections, we mention only1253

a few examples and encourage the reader to refer to the white papers and other citations for more complete1254

information.1255

A. Strategies and detector R&D1256

As the high-energy particle physics community and particularly the Snowmass community begins to design1257

future detectors, it is important to keep the many, varied LLP signatures in mind, lest we design new detectors1258

that are biased against them. For example, overly-aggressive filtering can introduce biases that limit the1259
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acceptance for displaced tracks [315]. At the same time, we can develop technologies, such as dedicated1260

trigger algorithms [316], displaced tracking algorithms [317], and timing detectors [318, 319], to explicitly1261

reconstruct and identify LLPs. We are also designing detectors dedicated to searching for LLPs, which are1262

meant to fill in the gaps in sensitivity of ATLAS, CMS and LHCb (see Section X B).1263

In addition, the collider environments themselves can play a large role in the LLP sensitivity. Of course,1264

factors like the achievable integrated luminosity will help determine the LLP reach. But in addition, careful1265

studies of beam-induced backgrounds will be necessary in order to reduce and/or quantify these background1266

contributions without removing possible LLP signals. Other important factors to consider for LLPs include1267

the time between collisions and how that interplays with the detector readout, as well as the size of the1268

beamspot, the amount of pileup and the material budget of the detector areas closest to the interaction1269

point. Many of the detector topics discussed below need to be studied explicitly in the foreseen collider1270

environment.1271

1. General detector requirements1272

When designing particle detectors capable of finding LLPs, there are a few general requirements to keep1273

in mind. First, the signal geometric acceptance for LLPs is maximized for detectors which i) are hermetic,1274

ii) have a large active volume and iii) are constructed on or near the interaction point. Second, different1275

geometry choices that provide similar hermeticity for prompt particles can differ drastically in their ability to1276

reconstruct particles that do not originate from the interaction point. In particular, high granularity at large1277

radii enables better reconstruction efficiency of displaced tracks and vertices, and helps to distinguish them1278

from beam-induced and noncollision backgrounds. The choice of magnetic field and the material budget of1279

the magnet also have important implications for reconstruction capabilities at large radii. In addition, the1280

particle reconstruction techniques, both at the trigger and the offline reconstruction level, must not prevent1281

LLP searches and must be capable of reconstructing and identifying displaced particles.1282

In a realistic experiment, background mitigation is as important as signal efficiency, especially at a high1283

intensity hadron machine, where trigger capabilities and even data-rate reduction have to consider the needs1284

of LLPs. In particular, the muon chambers at ATLAS and CMS do a prioi not satisfy all the criteria in1285

the previous paragraph, but are nevertheless some of our best subdetectors for LLPs thanks to the shielding1286

provided by the hadronic calorimeter. A high volume, (partially) shielded subdetector system like the current1287

muon systems would therefore play an important role in searches for LLPs at future hadron colliders. For a1288

future e+e− collider, on the other hand, the background yields are expected to be much lower and it is not1289

a priori obvious whether a large radius, partially shielded detector is a net gain from the point of view of1290

searching for LLPs: It may instead be beneficial to invest the equivalent amount of space into a larger inner1291

detector, and restrict the muon system to the minimum required for muon identification. Finally, muon1292

colliders [228] come with a new set of challenges for LLP searches, as their detectors are bombarded from1293

both sides with ultrahigh energy electrons/positrons from the in-flight decay of the muon beam [315, 320].1294

It is difficult to shield the detectors from this qualitatively new beam background, but over 99% background1295

rejection can be achieved by making use of timing and angular measurements from paired layers [320].1296

Whether simultaneously a good signal efficiency for LLPs can be maintained needs to be studied further.1297

Detector limitations notwithstanding, it is also worth noting that dedicated reconstructions algorithms are1298

needed to reconstruct displaced phenomena. It is already difficult to access low-level detector information and1299

to run non-standard reconstruction on large subsets of events. This is expected to become more challenging1300

at the HL-LHC.1301

2. Tracking detectors1302

In the inner tracker, we need to maintain the ability to measure ionization energy loss (dE/dx) and time1303

of flight. The specifications needed for these techniques will depend on e.g. the collider environment, but1304

in general they need to be maintained because they are very important for identifying LLP signatures. For1305

example, dE/dx is essential for several searches from ATLAS, namely, a search for heavy, long-lived, charged1306

particles with large dE/dx as measured in the pixel detector [321] and also for a search for multi-charged1307

particles, which makes use of dE/dx as measured in several inner tracker subsystems [322]. Furthermore,1308

dE/dx in the tracker and time of flight from the muon system are the primary discriminating variables in1309
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searches for HSCPs at CMS [323]. The reduced resolution in dE/dx measurement of the Phase II ATLAS1310

and CMS inner trackers won’t fundamentally limit these searches, as shown in Ref. [324].1311

Furthermore, we need to maintain the ability to perform precision tracking at large radii of the tracker,1312

for example by maintaining good granularity. The minimum radius of the first layers of the tracker and the1313

number of small radius layers are other important factors to consider, in order to eliminate any gaps between1314

“large” and “small” displacements and to maximize the sensitivity for missing energy and disappearing track1315

signatures.1316

We should also consider the tracking capabilities needed for LLPs that live long enough to decay within the1317

muon system. Here, the capability for nonpointing and displaced particle reconstruction is paramount [325],1318

as well as a high granularity for vertexing. For example, displaced and nonpointing muons reconstructed only1319

in the muon system were used to improve the sensitivity at large lifetimes in searches for displaced muons1320

at CMS and ATLAS [325–328] and in a search for stopped particles that decay to muons at CMS [329]. We1321

should also make careful assessment of the detector volume needed, and consider the ability to distinguish1322

muons from cosmic rays with displaced muons coming from collider-produced LLPs.1323

Light LLPs in particular can be produced strongly in the forward direction, as is the case at LHCb or1324

the various beam dump facilities covered in the the Rare Processes Frontier. In such cases, a disc-shaped1325

tracker, such as the LHCb Vertex Locator (VELO), is highly advantageous. The VELO moreover has no1326

magnetic field, which further contributes to its excellent vertex resolution. By combining this capability1327

with LHCb’s new, triggerless readout, LHCb’s already impressive sensitivity for light LLP’s will be further1328

enhanced going forward [330]. See [331] for comprehensive summary of LHCb’s physics potential for LLPs1329

and BSM physics more broadly during Run 3 and beyond.1330

Finally, at future lepton colliders, gas-based trackers such as wire and Time Projection Chambers are1331

being considered, which could have excellent capabilities for reconstructing displaced and kinked tracks.1332

3. Calorimeters1333

For the calorimeters, several factors are important to keep in mind for LLPs. First of all, the segmentation1334

and geometry choices of the calorimeters have a large impact on LLP sensitivity [332–334]. In addition, we1335

should also consider the stopping power of the calorimeters, which is important for searches that consider an1336

LLP that could be sufficiently heavy and ionizing that it comes to a stop in the detector material [329, 335].1337

Then, the readout and powering during non-colliding bunches needs to be considered to maximize the1338

sensitivity to stopped particle decays. We should also consider the ability to look for converted photons from1339

LLP decays in the calorimeters, as well as the need for pileup and beam-induced background suppression.1340

4. Timing detectors1341

Timing information in the calorimeters is already been used by ATLAS as CMS in searches for delayed1342

photons [336] and delayed jets [337]. Dedicated timing layers with a few tens of picosecond resolution will1343

however greatly improve the potential for LLPs during the HL-LHC phase, for example with 4-dimensional1344

vertexing, as well as for pileup and background suppression and particle identification [319]. CMS’s planned1345

MIP Timing Detector [318] and High-Granularity Calorimeter [338] will both have precision timing capabili-1346

ties and have been shown to increase the coverage and sensitivity to HSCPs, displaced and delayed photons,1347

as well as displaced and delayed jets [337, 339–341]. For example, assuming a 30 ps timing resolution will1348

be available from the MIP Timing Detector, the reach of displaced photons in a GMSB scenario will be1349

significantly extended for 0.1 < cτ < 1000 cm [318]. In addition, ATLAS plans to focus on the challenging1350

forward region with their High-Granularity Timing Detector [342], which may also have physics potential for1351

LLPs. Generally, the usage of precision timing information and correlating them with different subdetectors1352

could enhanced sensitivities to a broad class of long-lived particles signature [339, 341].1353

5. Triggers1354

Being able to trigger on the unusual signatures of LLPs is especially crucial, because there is no search1355

without the data collected by the trigger. At the trigger level, in ATLAS and CMS, tracking has only been1356
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available so far at the high-level trigger (HLT). The HLT is latency limited, and as such only simplified1357

tracking algorithms are available, which sometimes only cover small regions of the detector, require an1358

associated object in the calorimeter or muon system, or come with more stringent kinematic requirements1359

than offline tracking. Displaced tracking at the HLT has been exploited, for example with displaced jet1360

triggers in CMS [333], but this has clear limitations. Further improvement to track reconstruction will allow1361

the experiments to take advantage of triggers at the HLT based on the inner tracking systems and sensitive1362

to LLPs already during Run 3 [343, 344].1363

CMS is also investing heavily in tracking in the Level 1 (L1) trigger for the Phase II Upgrades, that1364

could allow to qualitatively expand the reach for LLPs. To take full advantage of these new capabilities,1365

it is important that these developments take note of the specific requirements for such signatures, such as1366

the ability to reconstruct tracks with non-zero impact parameters. CMS plans to address this challenge1367

in Phase II by implementing double tracking layers, which can independently from each other reconstruct1368

track “stubs”. A rudimentary pT measurement of these stubs will allow them to reduce the combinatorics1369

sufficiently to render track finding feasible in the L1 trigger [345]. Though this method is aimed at prompt1370

tracks, it was shown that it has the potential to find displaced tracks as well, if certain software and latency1371

requirements are met [346, 347]. The full potential of this technique can be unlocked if also displaced vertices1372

can be reconstructed [243, 348, 349], though the feasibility of this is more speculative at the moment.1373

A general, truth-level study of track-based triggers at the HL-LHC [350] was performed for 3 unconven-1374

tional signatures: soft unclustered energy patterns (SUEPs) that produce high multiplicity, low transverse1375

momenta tracks; GMSB long-lived staus that produce displaced leptons or anomalous prompt tracks; and1376

Higgs portal long-lived scalars that decay to displaced hadrons. The trigger efficiency was measured as a1377

function of the baseline parameters of a track trigger, including transverse momentum and impact param-1378

eters. This study concludes that, in order to address all of the unconventional signatures simultaneously,1379

the best track-trigger design would keep the transverse momentum threshold as low as possible for prompt1380

tracks, and for increasing transverse momentum values, the allowed transverse impact parameter range can1381

be increased. In addition, it was shown that unsupervised machine learning algorithms implemented on1382

FPGAs could be beneficial for triggering on disappearing tracks [317].1383

In addition, dedicated LLP triggers have been developed for calorimeter and muon-system signatures. For1384

example, displaced jets were identified in the ATLAS calorimeters with a trigger that featured a lack of tracks1385

associated to the jet and a small fraction of the energy deposited in the electromagnetic calorimeter [351, 352].1386

In addition, calorimeter timing can also be used to identify nonprompt jets [337]. Decays of neutral LLPs in1387

the muon system can be triggered on in ATLAS with the L1 trigger [353], and dedicated displaced muon L11388

triggers are being developed in CMS as well. Dedicated triggers were also developed in ATLAS and CMS1389

for calorimeter and muon signatures that are out-of-time with respect to collisions, in order to trigger on the1390

decays of stopped LLPs [329, 335]. Attention to specific requirements on jet-based and calorimeter-based1391

triggers need to remain a central point of attention for any future development, where even small changes1392

that are implemented to reduce trigger rates with negligible loss of efficiency for promptly-produced objects1393

can have disastrous consequences in the case of LLPs.1394

As of Run 3, LHCb will perform its full event reconstruction online [354], bypassing most of the trigger1395

related challenges laid out above. This is a major contributor to its excellent prospects for discovering or1396

constraining light LLPs, in particular dark photons [330].1397

With future colliders, particularly future lepton colliders, triggers may not be needed at all, and instead,1398

all of the data may be able to be saved. This option is very advantageous for LLPs, which are rare signatures1399

that could otherwise be missed.1400

6. Alternative data taking strategies1401

Since the trigger systems are typically limited in bandwidth and data storage rather than in computing1402

power, a very intriguing option is to perform a large piece of the analysis online and only write a very reduced1403

data format to tape. This idea is known as the turbo stream at LHCb [355], data scouting at CMS [356]1404

and trigger-level analysis at ATLAS [357]. LHCb has successfully deployed this concept for charm physics in1405

particular and plans to further build on this in Run 3, by performing full online event reconstruction at 401406

MHz. This is expected to provide a big gain in sensitivity to displaced signatures of dark photons and dark1407

scalars in particular [300, 358]. Furthermore, CMS plans to extend the scouting program to the L1 trigger1408

for the HL-LHC [359].1409
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Until recently, ATLAS and CMS had utilized the scouting technique only for prompt signatures, most1410

notably low mass dijet resonances. A recent CMS data scouting search that used Run 2 data showed excellent1411

sensitivity for displaced dimuon pairs, which can have transverse momenta as soft as a few GeV [360]. As1412

a result, it is an excellent probe for dark scalar models as well as certain exotic Higgs decays. The power1413

of these (projected) searches provides strong motivation to preserve and expand the data scouting program1414

into Run 3 and the HL-LHC.1415

Data parking [361] is a complementary strategy that makes use of triggers with lower thresholds and saves1416

the full event content, yet reconstructs physics objects only during shutdowns when extra computing resources1417

become available. Thus, data parking is another potential avenue to access low transverse momentum,1418

displaced objects. For example, during Run 2, CMS was able to park nearly 10 billion b-hadron pairs by1419

triggering on events with slightly displaced muons. These data could be used to search for LLPs in unbiased1420

b-hadron decays. CMS plans to extend data parking to other scenarios as well.1421

Finally, given that pileup is a major source of background for LLP searches, a dedicated low pileup run1422

may be beneficial for some searches for light LLPs. Such a low pileup run may also be well motivated for1423

precision Standard Model measurements, in particular the W boson mass.1424

B. Dedicated detectors for LLPs1425

General-purpose particle detectors like ATLAS and CMS are advantageous when searching for LLPs1426

because these hermetic detectors are close to the collision point, providing a large acceptance. In addition,1427

they are relatively large, with radii of several meters, which provides sensitivity to a wide range of lifetimes,1428

and since general-purpose detectors have multiple detector subsystems, they are sensitive to a wide range1429

of experimental signatures. However, these general-purpose detectors are limited by the large amount of1430

prompt and long-lived SM backgrounds and by the challenge of triggering on and reconstructing these unusual1431

signatures. They are thus largely sensitive to relatively heavy LLPs, with some important exceptions (see1432

Section X C 2).1433

Detectors that are, on the other hand, designed specifically to search for (light) LLPs can circumvent many1434

of these limitations. For example, SM backgrounds coming from particle collisions can be mitigated by rock1435

or dedicated shielding. In addition, the trigger can usually be relatively simple or in some cases, not needed1436

at all, and the reconstruction is designed for specific LLP signatures. In short, these dedicated detectors1437

are designed and positioned optimally for the targeted LLP signature. The rapidity range of the detector1438

is particularly important: Forward detectors such as FASER excel at searching for LLP’s produced at low1439 √
ŝ, for example in π0 decays. Central detectors on the other hand are needed to probe particles produced1440

at relatively high invariant mass, for instance in exotic Higgs decays. The interplay between both types of1441

detectors and their complementarity with ATLAS, CMS and LHCb is illustrated schematically in the left1442

hand panel of Figure 20. As a result, several different dedicated detectors are also needed, many of which1443

have benefited from close engagement with the theory community [362]. The right hand panel of Figure 201444

gives an overview of the proposed dedicated LLP detectors, which we will summarize below.1445

1. Forward detectors1446

The FASER experiment [363] is located 480 m downstream of ATLAS, covering the approximate rapidity1447

range of η ≳ 9. This extreme forward location allows FASER to take advantage of the enormous flux of1448

forward pions from the ATLAS interaction point. If a fraction of these π0 decay to an exotic particle, such a1449

particle is almost guaranteed to have a macroscopic proper lifetime and its enormous boost can let it survive1450

long enough to decay within the FASER acceptance. FASER is ready to take data in the upcoming LHC1451

run, and is expected to have sensitivity to hidden sector particles such as dark photons.1452

To upgrade the FASER detector and allow for other forward experiments, the construction of a dedicated1453

forward physics facility (FPF) has been proposed [247, 364]. The corresponding studies have zoomed in on1454

two preferred options: 1) a new purpose-built facility, approximately 617–682 m west of the ATLAS IP,1455

and 2) constructing alcoves extending the existing UJ12 cavern, which is 480–521 m east of the ATLAS IP.1456

(See [247] for comparison of the required civil engineering between both locations.) The FPF would house1457

a number of experiments, probing a range of SM and BSM physics. In particular, it would house FASER2,1458

which would have an acceptance to LLPs produced in exotic π0 decays that is about 20 times larger than that1459
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FIG. 20. Left: Complementarity of different experiments searching for LLPs [281]. Right: Overview of (proposed)
dedicated LLP detectors at the LHC. Plot by Matthew Citron.

of FASER. The larger rapidity range of FASER2 would also enable it to probe LLPs originating from exotic1460

decays of bottom and charm mesons. As a result, FASER2 would have extensive acceptance for dark photon1461

and dark scalar models, light axion-like particles, and heavy neutral leptons. Its reach for heavy neutral1462

leptons is shown in Fig. 15; we refer to the report of the “Dark Sector Studies at High Intensities” working1463

group in the rare processes frontier for a quantitative comparison of the physics reach of FASER and FASER21464

with other intensity frontier experiments for the remaining models. The FPF would also house a number of1465

experiments targeting SM measurements of neutrino cross sections and/or parton distribution functions at1466

very small x (FASERν, advSND and FLArE), which are covered in the report of the rare processes frontier.1467

In contrast to FASER2, these detectors are high density detectors, to increase the chances of a neutrino1468

scatter within the detector volume. As a result, these detectors can also be sensitive to certain dark matter1469

candidates that are part of a strongly coupled dark sector. Finally, the FPF would host FORMOSA, a1470

dedicated experiment for milicharged particles, as discussed in Section X B 3.1471

There are two proposed forward detectors which do not make use of the proposed FPF. The first is1472

the Forward-Aperture CMS ExTension (FACET) [365], a proposed extension of the CMS detector that is1473

designed to search for very forward decays of LLPs such as dark photons, heavy neutral leptons, axion-1474

like particles, and dark Higgs bosons. It would be constructed around the LHC beam pipe and would be1475

sensitive to any particle that can penetrate at least 50 m of magnetized iron and decay in an 18 m long,1476

1 m diameter vacuum pipe. Due to its proximity to the beamline, its expected backgrounds are highly non-1477

trivial and deserve further study. The MOEDAL-MAPP detector [366] would consist out of a nested boxes1478

of scintillator hodoscope detectors, located in the forward region at the LHCb interaction point, targeting1479

similar parameter space as FACET. These options are further explored in the Snowmass Rare Processes and1480

Precision Frontier Report [314].1481

2. Central detectors1482

The Massive Timing Hodoscope for Ultra Stable neutraL pArticles (MATHUSLA) [367] is a large-scale1483

(100x100 m2) surface detector above the CMS interaction point, which would have excellent acceptance to1484

the decay of neutral LLPs. The main challenge for this experiment is to instrument a very large volume cost1485

effectively, which the collaboration aims to address with extruded scintillator bars. MATHUSLA has the1486

potential supply an L1 trigger signal to CMS, enabling a suite of joint searches between both experiments.1487

The COmpact Detector for EXotics at LHCb (CODEX-b) [368] follows a similar concept as MATHUSLA1488

but would be installed in the DELPHI/UXA cavern next to LHCb’s interaction point. This allows for a1489

much more compact design and higher granularity detectors, at the expense of a reduction in exposure.1490

CODEX-b requires a few meters of additional shielding, equipped with an active muon veto. CODEX-b has1491

the potential supply trigger signal to LHCb, enabling a suite of joint searches between both experiments. A1492
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2 m × 2 m × 2 m demonstrator detector (CODEX-β) will be installed in the course of 2023.1493

The AL3X proposal [369] aimed to reuse much of the ALICE infrastructure, should their operations1494

conclude after Run 4 of the LHC. In its current form, the proposal is however not compatible with the1495

ALICE upgrade plans. The ANUBIS proposal [370] aimed to suspend a large area RPC detector in one of1496

the service shaft above ATLAS or CMS. In its current form it faces non-trivial engineering and background1497

suppression challenges.1498

For the performance of these detector for LLP produced in the decay of heavy particle, e.g. the SM Higgs,1499

we refer to Section X C2. For their performance for LLPs produced in exotic meson decays, we refer to the1500

report of the “Dark Sector Studies at High Intensities” working group in the rare processes frontier [314].1501

3. Detectors for charged LLPs1502

The MOEDAL experiment [371] is a largely passive detector, designed to search for magnetic monopoles1503

and highly ionizing charged particles. It has been operation at the LHCb interaction point since Run 1;1504

see [366] for a recent overview of results. In addition to Drell-Yan production in pp collisions, magnetic1505

monopoles may also be produced through the Schwinger process in heavy ion collisions [242, 372]. The1506

MOEDAL collaboration is planning for an extension, MAPP-mQP, which targets millicharged particles.1507

The milliQan experiment [373] will search for particles that have a small fractional electron charge (mil-1508

licharge) in the shielded environment of the PX56 drainage and observation gallery located located above1509

the CMS interaction point. The experiment consists of a detector with four layers each composed of 161510

5× 5× 60 cm scintillator "bars" read out with PMTs, as well as a another four layer detector with 12 larger1511

(40× 60× 5 cm) "slabs" in each layer that adds sensitivity to higher charges. The collaboration has already1512

installed and operated a small fraction of the full detector (“milliQan demonstrator”), which enabled them1513

to exclude some previously unconstrained parameter space for millicharged particles [374]. The funding for1514

the full experiment has been secured, and installation will be complete by June 2022. Should the FPF be1515

constructed, it could house the FORMOSA experiment, which would use the same detector concept as the1516

miliQan experiment [375].1517

4. Detectors at future colliders1518

There are a few general considerations to take into account when designing dedicated LLP detectors1519

at future colliders. New facilities could have pre-excavated, shielded experimental halls in forward and1520

central regions, already anticipating dedicated detectors. Another point to consider is whether a new LLP1521

experiment should have a trigger and data acquisition system integrated with the nearby general-purpose1522

detector, which would facilitate combined analyses and tracing the entire flight path of the LLP, or whether1523

such systems should be independent from those of the general-purpose detector, which would allow for1524

continuous data-taking and maximum acceptance.1525

The possibility of auxiliary LLP detectors at future facilities has already been investigated for future lepton1526

colliders [376–378] as well as future hadron colliders [379].1527

C. Signatures & models1528

The space of LLP signatures is very rich and complicated, ranging from exotic-looking tracks to heavy1529

stable charged particles to various types of displaced vertices, a subset of which is illustrated Fig. 21. A1530

comprehensive overview is beyond the scope of this summary, and we instead highlight an incomplete set1531

of examples, which are chosen because of their strong theory motivation, their usefulness to benchmark1532

experiments and colliders, or their unique nature.1533

Concretely, we discuss the disappearing track signature in Section X C1, light neutral LLPs in Sec-1534

tion X C2, and heavy neutral LLPs in Section X C 3. Here, “light” refers to LLPs with masses such that they1535

are difficult to trigger on at the LHC, whereas “heavy” LLPs are relatively easy to trigger on at the LHC,1536

due to their high momenta.1537
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FIG. 21. Overview of representative LLP signatures at the LHC. Plot by Jamie Antonelli.

1. Charged LLPs1538

LLPs that are electrically charged can be produced by many different models, and they produce several1539

signatures that can be directly detected at current and future experiments. For example, if the charged LLP1540

decays within the detector, the LLP could produce a disappearing track signature if it decays to neutral1541

and/or very soft particles that cannot be reconstructed.1542

The latter scenario is very natural for electroweak multiplets, either in the context of supersymmetry1543

or minimal WIMP dark matter models. An electroweak doublet (“pure Higgsino”) and electroweak triplet1544

(“pure wino”) each contain an electrically charged state and respectively two and one neutral state(s)3. In1545

the absence of higher dimensional operators, the (lightest) neutral state will always be slightly lighter than1546

the charged state due to a one-loop electroweak corrections. For the pure Higgsino and pure wino cases, this1547

natural splitting is respectively 344 MeV and 166 MeV. This implies that the χ±
1 → χ0

1π
± decay is extremely1548

phase space suppressed. Taking the pure Higgsino case as an example, its predicted proper lifetime [380]1549

is shown by the dashed black curve in Fig. 22, along with the projected 95% exclusion limits for the HL-1550

LHC [224], CLIC [381] and two benchmark muon colliders [382]. (The assumptions for these studies vary1551

somewhat; we refer to the references cited above for details.) The presence of other particles and/or higher1552

dimensional operators can modify the splitting between the charged and neutral components and thus alter1553

the decay width significantly. Their generic effect is to increase the splitting and therefore shorten the1554

lifetime. To obtain longer lifetimes, an increasingly delicate cancellation against the SM contribution is1555

needed, which can be viewed as a fine tuning.1556

Figure 23 shows the projected reach of disappearing track signatures at the HL-LHC [224], HE-LHC [383],1557

LE-FCC [2], FCC-eh [384], FCC-hh [385], and several high energy muon colliders [382], assuming a pure1558

Higgsino with its natural mass splitting. Further discussion on these constraints and their implications for1559

dark matter can be found in Section XIA.1560

If the charged LLP does not decay within the detector, but instead is heavy and long-lived enough, it1561

could travel all the way through the detector before decaying, thus exhibiting an HSCP signature. HSCPs1562

typically travel at significantly slower than the speed of light, could have significant dE/dx, and may have1563

an electrical charge not equal to ±1e [386–388]. As a result of these features, standard particle trigger1564

and reconstruction algorithms may be unable to identify HSCPs. HSCPs are predicted for instance in split1565

SUSY or gauge mediation scenarios, in which the (next-to-)lightest supersymmetric particle could be stable1566

3Strictly speaking the pure Higgsino as a dark matter candidate has long been excluded by direct detection experiments.
However, even a very small correction from a higher dimensional operator suffices to make the dominant Z exchange kinemati-
cally inaccessible for direct detection experiments, with no impact on the collider searches.
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on collider lengths scales. If the (N)LSP in a squark or gluino, it will hadronize with SM quarks to form “R-1567

hadrons” [389, 390], which can carry electric charge and will interact strongly with the detector material. A1568

slepton or chargino (N)LSP will behave like a very heavy lepton. There is a great potential for improvements1569

in HSCP searches in the future, for example by making use of the MIP timing detector at CMS, which has1570

been shown to greatly improve the velocity measurements of LLPs, and thus the analysis sensitivity [318].1571

Care will also be needed in future experimental designs to ensure particle identification capabilities are1572
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matched for these new physics scenarios, as for instance briefly mentioned earlier in Section X A 2.1573

2. Low mass displaced vertices1574

LLPs that are electrically neutral can produce many different signatures, as they can show up in different1575

final states and with varying multiplicities. It is moreover useful to make a distinction between “light”(≲ 1001576

GeV) and “heavy” (≳ 100 GeV) LLPs: light LLPs must be neutral under the SM gauge interactions, given1577

the robust bounds from LEP II in particular. This means that they must be produced in the decay of a1578

heavier particle, which itself must have an appreciable production cross section. Obvious candidates for1579

the LLP’s mother particle are the SM Higgs, Z or W bosons, as well as new, heavy particles. Light LLPs1580

moreover often require innovative trigger strategies and/or auxiliary LLP detectors to optimally cover their1581

parameter space.1582

Canonical examples of light LLPs are heavy neutral leptons and axion-like particles, which can be produced1583

easily in exotic W/Z and exotic Z decays respectively. They were covered in sections VIII and IX. Here we1584

instead highlight a simplified topology where the SM Higgs decays to a pair of light LLPs (h → SS), for1585

which we consider the S → µµ and S → hadrons decay modes. The former is a typical feature of models1586

where S is identified with a kinetically mixed dark photon, while the latter is generic if S is a scalar field1587

which mixes with the SM Higgs.1588

In the left hand panel of Figure 24, we show a benchmark point for mS = 0.5 GeV with a 100% branching1589

ratio to muons. At this time, the two most relevant analysis strategies on this front are searches for displaced1590

lepton jets with the muon systems [391] and trigger-level searches for low mass (displaced) dimuon pairs1591

[360]. In both cases, innovative trigger strategies are crucial to unlock the full potential of the analysis: For1592

instance, in [391], ATLAS supplements their existing three muon strategy with a dedicated muon scan trigger,1593

specifically designed to find pairs of collimated muons.4 The CMS trigger-level analysis [360] was covered in1594

section X A6. Auxiliary LLP detectors located at low rapidity, such as MATHUSLA [367], CODEX-b [368]1595

and ANUBIS [370] can have very good sensitivity, if the low invariant mass vertex can be reconstructed.1596

Finally, a future lepton collider like the ILC, FCC-ee, and CEPC would enjoy much lower backgrounds than1597

the LHC and would have very competitive sensitivity, especially at low cτ [237, 253]. We show the ILC1598

projection from [393], and expect that FCC-ee and CEPC would have similar sensitivity, once rescaled for1599

the available integrated luminosity.1600

The right hand panel of Fig. 24 shows a benchmark point for mS = 10 GeV with a 100% branching1601

ratio to hadrons. This signature is targeted by a number of searches, though most are applicable to slightly1602

higher values of mS . Here we show the CMS displaced jet [333] and muon system [394] searches. The1603

former makes use of special displaced jet trigger, while the latter currently relies on a missing momentum1604

trigger. A dedicated trigger on clusters of activity in the muon system is however being developed. Central,1605

auxiliary LLP detectors such as MATHUSLA [367], CODEX-b [368], ANUBIS [370] and AL3X [369] are1606

expected to have excellent sensitivity. Due to the higher number of Higgs bosons produced at the LHC they1607

are expected to perform similarly or better than future lepton machines for cτ ≳ 1 m. For cτ ≲ 1 m the1608

ILC, FCC-ee or CEPC would likely outperform the HL-LHC due the lower backgrounds and lesser trigger1609

challenges associated with a lepton collider [237, 253]. Finally, the potential of auxiliary detectors at future1610

facilities has already been investigated in the context of both high energy lepton [378] and hadron colliders1611

[379].1612

Because of its forward acceptance, LHCb is less suited for detecting LLPs from exotic Higgs decays. Its1613

excellent vertex resolution and Kaon identification capabilities however still give it an edge in scenarios where1614

the LLP decays predominantly to Kaons [395].1615

While we have necessarily restricted ourselves to two example benchmarks, the qualitative features carry1616

over to other analyses and models, such as the heavy neutral leptons and axion-like particles. In particular1617

i) in order to maximize the potential of the LHC for light LLPs, it is essential to invest in and develop1618

innovated trigger strategies, as well as one or more low rapidity, auxiliary LLP detectors. ii) A future lepton1619

collider such as the ILC, CEPC or FCC-ee is expected to outperform the sensitivity of the LHC at low cτ1620

in particular.1621

4An earlier HL-LHC projection for this analysis [392] is not included in Figure 24, as its projected sensitivity has already
been superseded by [391] due to improvements in the trigger. At this time, no updated HL-LHC projection is available.
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3. High mass displaced vertices1622

There are many compelling candidates for heavier LLPs, for which triggers and background suppression are1623

less challenging. Supersymmetry in particular provides a number of such candidates, and large hierarchies1624

of scales are well motivated in e.g. split supersymmetry, gauge mediation or models with R-parity violation.1625

In split supersymmetry, the scalar superpartners are assumed to be extremely heavy and thus trivially1626

avoid flavor bounds. The gauginos and higgsinos are assumed to be near the weak scale, to facilitate1627

grand unification. This means that the decay width of the gluino in particular is suppressed by extremely1628

off-shell squarks, making the gluino an LLP. In models of gauge mediation, the lightest supersymmetric1629

particle (LSP) tend to be the gravitino. The next-to-lightest supersymmetric particle (NLSP) is typically1630

a stau or neutralino, which decays to SM states plus a gravitino. This decay is suppressed by the scale of1631

supersymmetry breaking, which is typically many orders of magnitude larger than the weak scale. Finally, in1632

models where the gravitino is not the LSP, the introduction of R-parity violation renders the LSP unstable,1633

whether it is a neutralino or a sfermion. Since at least some of the R-parity violating coupling are expected1634

to be very small to avoid bounds on proton decay, a macroscopic lifetime for the LSP is well motivated. For1635

all these signatures, one clearly benefits from the highest possible collider energies. Naturally, colored states1636

(gluinos, squarks) are better probed with a high energy hadron machine, while lepton colliders are more1637

sensitive to electroweak particles (electroweakinos, sleptons).1638

As a colored example, the right hand panel of Fig. 25 shows the existing limits [397] and HL-LHC sensitivity1639

projections [398] for the displaced decay g̃ → qq̄χ̃0. We see that the HL-LHC can improve the limit with1640

about 1 TeV and, more importantly, covers a non-excluded mass range of about 500 GeV in which a 5σ1641

discovery could be made. As an example of electroweak production, we take a long-lived Higgsino decaying1642

to a displaced vertex, as occurs in models of R-partity violation and gauge mediation. Here ATLAS, CMS1643

[333] and MATHUSLA [367] have sensitivity, in addition to a high energy, linear e+e− machine such as CLIC1644
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[295]. The CMS limit shown in is a reinterpretation of the limit in [333], where the Higgsino cross sections1645

from the SUSY cross section working group were used [399–401]. At this time, no up to date HL-LHC1646

projection is available.1647

4. Dark showers1648

Dark showers are a particularly subtle manifestation of LLPs that can arise in the context of Hidden Valley1649

models [402]. Hidden valley models feature one or more confining, secluded gauge groups with complicated1650

dynamics. Figure 26 schematically shows the topology of a dark shower event: First, a heavy particle, SM or1651

otherwise, decays into a pair of dark sector “quarks” which undergo shower and hadronization. The shower1652

and hadronization steps may resemble those in QCD, or could be radically different [403]. Some of the1653

dark sector “hadrons” can subsequently decay back to the standard model, while others could be stable or1654

extremely long-lived. The particles that do decay visibly can have a wide range of lifetimes. A priori, it may1655

seem that the enhanced multiplicity of the LLPs will make searching for them increasingly trivial. While1656

there are scenarios for which this is the case, the decay products also tend to be softer and are frequently1657

not isolated from one another.1658

As a result, specialized strategies are needed, as reviewed in detail in [405]. While major progress was made1659

of the last few years, theoretical and experimental challenges remain: On the theory front, more order in the1660

vast space of model building space is needed to arrive at a comprehensive set of recommendations. This may1661

be achieved by imposing additional theory prior, developing simplified models or both. Further Monte Carlo1662
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development also remains needed, though a major step forward was made in [405]. On the experimental1663

side, one must continue to innovate with analysis strategies, both online and offline, and critically examine1664

when isolation criteria and/or pT threshold could potentially be relaxed in exchange for a higher number of1665

LLPs in the event. For example, the use of future timing layers has been shown to be beneficial [319].1666
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XI. DARK MATTER1667

For a general introduction and motivation of DM searches at collider desceribed in this Chapter, we refer1668

back to the introductory section II A.1669

For the 2020 update of the European Strategy for Particle Physics, the Physics Briefing Book [2] included1670

Section 8.5 dedicated to the estimated sensitivities of searches for several key types of benchmark models1671

of DM, including supersymmetric searches (Wino and Higgsino DM), comparisons of collider sensitivities1672

to a subset of the LHC simplified models (mediators with axial-vector or scalar couplings to SM fermions1673

and Dirac fermionic DM) and searches for “portal” sectors motivated by lighter, feebly coupled thermal relic1674

DM. Section 9 of the Briefing Book compared projected collider constraints to direct detection and indirect1675

detection experiments for a selected set of these models.1676

In the present report, we discuss the status of collider WIMP searches focusing on work that has been1677

submitted to the Snowmass process, including supersymmetric scenarios (Section XI A), Higgs portal models1678

(Section XI B). updates of the projections for simplified collider DM models, along with the extrapolations1679

to non-collider searches (Section XI C), and new collider results and considerations on portal DM models1680

and models of dark sectors including DM candidates (Section XID).1681

A. Testing the simplest/minimal WIMP models (EW multiplets) and their extensions1682

Among the WIMP scenarios, one particularly simple case is the dark matter particle being the lightest1683

member of an electroweak (EW) multiplet. Most familiar examples are the Higgsino (a Dirac fermion1684

doublet) and the wino (a Majorana Fermion triplet) in the context of supersymmetry. At the same time,1685

more general cases have also been considered [406, 407]. This is a very predictive scenario. In the simplest1686

case, the interaction strengths are the SM gauging couplings. The only free parameter, the mass of the dark1687

matter particle, mχ, is fixed by the by requiring thermal relic abundance matches the observation [408].1688

These so called thermal target dark matter masses are typically in the TeV range [409–414]. In particular,1689

they are 1.1 TeV and 2.8 TeV for the Higgsino and the wino, respectively. Higher EW representations have1690

higher thermal target masses.1691

Covering these cases is among the main physics drivers for future high energy colliders. A summary of the1692

2σ reaches of the Higgsino and wino at future colliders is shown in Figure 27. An earlier summary can be1693

found in the Physics Briefing Book for the European Strategy for Particle Physics Update 2020 [2]. In the1694

last couple of years, there have been new studies on the reach of a high energy muon collider [382, 415–420].1695

These results are also included here.1696

With only gauge interactions, the production and decay for the EW multiplets are highly predictable. Since1697

the mass splittings between the charged and neutral states are expected to be small, typically of the order of1698

a few hundred MeV from EW loops in the minimal scenario, the decay products will be very soft, most likely1699

escaping the detection. In this case, the main signal at high energy colliders is large missing energy-momenta1700

recoiling against energetic SM particles. At hadron colliders, the dominant channel is jets+MET [200, 383].1701

At high energy leptons, there are a number of channels [415, 416, 418–420], with SM EW gauge bosons and1702

leptons in the final state. Among the various possibilities, the importance of mono-muon at Muon collider1703

is emphasized by [415], and the importance of the mono-W channel is emphasized by [418, 419]. It is worth1704

emphasizing that this class of signals is relatively insensitive to the mass splitting between the members of1705

the EW multiplet. Hence, they are more robust against variations beyond the minimal scenario.1706

Besides the conventional missing mass search, the loop-induced mass splitting among the component states1707

of the EW multiplet also results in a disappearing track signature which can be used to enhance the reach.1708

This signal, while powerful, is very sensitive to the mass splitting. Hence, the results presented here only1709

apply to the minimal models. The reach of this channel also depends on the details of the detector design,1710

which still have not been finalized in many cases. Nevertheless, preliminary estimates of the reach have been1711

made, and they serves as rough guides to the capability of future colliders. The reach at hadron colliders1712

are taken from [385, 421] with simple rescaling in cases not covered by those studies. The estimates for high1713

energy muon colliders have been made in [382, 415, 416], with [382] modeled the effect of the beam induced1714

background by using simulation carried out for ECM = 1.5 TeV.1715

In Figure 27, for lepton colliders without a dedicated study, we indicate the kinematic limit. This is1716

obviously only an upper bound. From the studies for muon colliders, we see that reaching the kinematic1717
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FIG. 27. A summary of the reach of future colliders for simple WIMPs. For comparison, the reaches of the direct and
indirect detections are also included. TODO: Projections in the figure will be updated if new inputs are received.

limit is non-trivial. While it is possible in the wino case with the use of disappearing track, it is likely a1718

significant overestimate for the Higgsino case.1719

Beyond the direct production of the DM particles, the virtual effect of the EW multiplet can offer another1720

probe for this scenario. This is particularly interesting for lepton collider with relative low ECM, where1721

electroweak precision measurement (such as the W and Y parameters) can extend the reach of such colliders1722

beyond its kinematic limit, with mχ|kin. limit = 0.5×ECM [422]. The result presented here is taken from [2].1723

In addition to collider probes, both direct detection and indirect detection can probe the minimal WIMP1724

scenario. The direct detection cross section for wino is above (by less than one order of magnitude) the1725

neutrino floor [424], and DARWIN can probe this scenario with mχ = 2+3
−1 TeV. The indirect detection limit1726

from H.E.S.S.[425] also covered the thermal mass target for the wino scenario, although this is subject to1727

uncertainties in modeling the DM halo. For Higgsino, future indirect detection from CTA could be sensitive1728

to the thermal mass target. At the same time, with the assumption of a small Majorana mass splitting, its1729

direct detection cross section is below the neutrino floor. For completeness, we have included the results1730

(taken from [2]) of direct and indirect detection in Figure 27.1731

In Figure 28, we show the required luminosity as a function of the lepton collider center-of-mass energy1732
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FIG. 28. The luminosity needed, assuming a 10 year run plan, to reach thermal target as a function of ECM at high
energy lepton colliders. This is built on the available studies for muon colliders. The figure is taken from [423].

for Higgsino and Wino in solid and dashed purple lines, respectively. For concreteness, a 10 year run plan1733

is assumed. The result for different run plans can be scaled from the figure in a straightforward manner.1734

At low center-of-mass energy, the search sensitivity is driven by the inclusive missing energy searches, as1735

the boost of the pair-produced charged Higgsino is low. Hence, the lifetime is not long enough to support1736

a high efficiency of the “disappearing track" signatures. Beyond 6 TeV center-of-mass energy, the search1737

sensitivities are driven by the disappearing track searches. Different lepton colliders will have different1738

sources of background for such a signature, and future studies will be of particular importance with concrete1739

beam and detector designs. We can see from the figure that a 10 TeV lepton collider could achieve the1740

Higgsino and Wino dark matter goal robustly.1741

Extension of the minimal scenario can include nearby states and more coannihilation channels. In this1742

case, the dark matter do not need to be in a EW multiplet. The interaction with the SM is more model1743

dependent. If the mass splittings are sufficiently This inclusive signal remains the best channel in this case.1744

B. Testing DM with the Higgs boson1745

Other simple scenarios of WIMP dark matter involve a SM particle, such as the Higgs or the Z bosons,1746

which interacts with the DM particle through a gauge invariant operator. These are known as the Higgs1747

and Z portals [426–428]. In these scenarios, the Higgs or the Z boson can decay into a pair of invisible1748

particles with WIMP DM properties and a mass smaller than half the mass of the mediator particle. DM1749

pair production can also be mediated from off-shell Higgs and Z, but the reach of such channels are typically1750

not very strong. The Z portal is heavily constrained by precision measurements at LEP [428, 429], so we1751

focus on the Higgs portal as a benchmark for collider searches at future colliders. Since it is not a higher1752

dimensional EFT operator, the Higgs portal is also likely to a sizable interaction between the SM and the1753
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dark sector.1754

Since the SM branching ratio of the Higgs into invisible particles (neutrinos) via a pair of Z bosons is very1755

small (at the per-mille level, 0.11% of the total decays), observing an excess of invisible Higgs decays would1756

signal the presence of new physics that could be connected to WIMP DM. Additional invisible Higgs decays1757

can also be inferred via precision measurements of Higgs properties, as their presence would also modify the1758

SM Higgs couplings.1759

Projected upper limits on the Higgs to invisible branching fraction from future colliders have been obtained1760

in the context of the Briefing Book of the Update of the European Strategy of Particle Physics [2, 219]. As1761

detailed in Section IV B, these constraints can be used as a proxy for the sensitivity to Higgs decays into1762

DM particles. They can be translated to the nucleon-DM scattering plane using an Effective Field Theory1763

approach [430, 431] and compared to current constraints from Direct Detection experiments. This is shown1764

in Fig. 29, adapted from [2, 219].1765
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FIG. 29. Projected limits from future colliders (direct searches for invisible decays of the Higgs boson) on the spin-
independent WIMP-nucleon scattering cross-section versus DM mass plane, for a simplified model with the Higgs
boson decaying to scalar or Majorana invisible (DM) particles. Collider limits are shown at 95% CL and current
direct detection limits at 90% CL. Collider searches and current DD experiments exclude the areas above the curves.

From Fig. of [2]one can see that a future hadron collider is the only collider that would be able to probe1766

the SM Higgs to invisible branching ratio, and would have the best reach for this kind of models. TODO:1767

Further conclusions on this plot, such as muon collider reach as well as on the relic density, will be added in1768

the next version or after the Seattle workshop discussions.1769

The DM candidates considered in this plot are a scalar or a Majorana fermion particle. The contributed1770

whitepaper [432] also studies the case in which DM is a vector particle, where the validity of the EFT1771

is limited [433], and shows that the strength of the constraints depends on the nature and parameters of1772

the theory used to complete the EFT at higher energies. The authors of Ref. [432], based on discussion1773
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with the authors of [431] also propose to extend the results of Fig. 29 to DM masses below the GeV since1774

the translation between collider parameters of the theory (upper limit on the Higgs branching ratios) and1775

DM-nucleon cross-section are still valid in all regimes of momentum transfer. TODO: This point will be1776

discussed further at the Seattle workshop.1777

1. Models with additional scalars1778

The Higgs portal model can also be extended by introducing additional Higgs-like scalars that couple to1779

DM particles (see also Sec. XID for other models with Higgs mixing and an additional singlet extension).1780

As examples of such models, we present two benchmarks from the submissions to the Topical Group EF101781

in Refs. [224, 434–436]: a two-Higgs doublet model that includes a pseudoscalar mediator to dark matter1782

(2HDM+a) (see Ref. [437] and references therein) and the Inert Doublet Model (IDM) (see Ref. [438] and1783

references therein for a review, and [439] for future collider prospects).1784

The 2HDM+a extends the two Higgs doublet model by adding a pseudo scalar that effectively serves as1785

a portal to dark matter, and mixes with the pseudo scalar within the 2HDM, see e.g. [437] and references1786

therein, as well as [440] for more specific considerations on the available parameter space for kind of models.1787

Given the rich phenomenology and interplay between different searches, this model is used as benchmark1788

for current LHC and HL-LHC searches. Recent projections of searches for the particles predicted by these1789

models for HL-LHC are found in Refs. [224, 435]. The most recent projection from CMS using boosted Higgs1790

bosons produced in association with the pseudoscalar DM mediator a gives an indication of the parameter1791

space that can be probed with the HL-LHC dataset as a function of the masses of the two pseudo scalars1792

in the model: signals with pseudoscalars masses of 250 GeV for the DM mediator a and 1 to 1.6 TeV for1793

the heavy pseudoscalar A could be discovered with the full HL-LHC dataset. Additionally, given that the1794

current constraints set a lower mass scale for the additional heavy scalars, these models can be best tested1795

at colliders with a sufficient centre-of-mass energy (1.5 TeV case of electron-positron colliders) [434].1796

The Inert Doublet Model includes an additional doublet in addition to the SM Higgs doublet. A discrete Z21797

symmetry, introduced to avoid tree-level flavor-changing neutral currents, ensures that the lightest particle1798

within the new doublet is stable. This mechanism provides a viable DM candidate. Ref. [434] shows that1799

the couplings of this models are strongly constrained from above by Higgs to invisible branching ratios, and1800

imposing the relic density constraint bounds these couplings from below. This means that at future colliders1801

we should be able to rule out the simplest scenario where the inert scalar constitutes all the dark matter,1802

still keeping in mind that the relic constraint can be circumvented if additional DM annihilation channels1803

are present.1804

C. Dark Matter: Simplified models1805

A common feature of the interactions described by the SM is the presence of a particle that mediates the1806

interaction, such as the photon/Z/W for the electroweak interactions or the gluon for the strong interaction.1807

This can be mirrored and extended in models that include new interactions between the SM and a dark1808

sector that contains DM candidates, as in Ref. [441] where the interaction between dark matter and dark1809

sector is mediated by new (BSM) particles. This section discusses future collider sensitivities to a selection1810

of these simplified models.1811

The simplified models in Ref. [441] are classified by the type of coupling between the mediator particle and1812

the SM/DM particles. The mediator can be a vector, an axial vector, a scalar and a pseudo scalar particle.1813

Minimum Flavour Violation is satisfied in these models, to evade flavour constraints. This leads to a Yukawa1814

coupling structure for scalar and pseudoscalar mediators, where the couplings to fermions are proportional1815

to the SM Higgs couplings. The particle spectrum of these models is kept as simple as possible, adding only1816

the mediator and a single kind of DM particle to the SM, where the DM particle a Dirac fermion. This1817

choice does not influence collider studies significantly, and it is based on the majority of studies using this1818

choice in literature at the time of the Dark Matter Forum report. In particular, the collider phenomenology1819

does not change if the particle is a Dirac fermion, a pseudo-fermion or a Majorana fermion. The mediator1820

can decay into both the DM particle (invisible decays) and into SM quarks and leptons (visible decays),1821

where the coupling strength can be considered a free parameter of the model. These simplified models by no1822

means exhaust the possibilities for DM benchmarks, even limiting to models with a limited number of new1823
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particles; for example, Ref. [442] studies how complementary collider, direct-, and indirect-detection searches1824

can probe a more complete model in which singlet Majorana DM is coupled to SM fermions through scalar1825

fermion partners.1826

In this report and in the accompanying Ref. [443], we follow the recommendations of the LHC Dark Mat-1827

ter Working Group [444, 445] and use the models involving Dirac fermion DM discussed in Ref. [441] to1828

understand how future collider experiments would extend current LHC results. We also adopt the recom-1829

mendations [444, 445] for comparing collider sensitivity to direct- and indirect-detection experiments, used1830

in the European Strategy Update Briefing Book Ref. [2].1831

1. Inputs1832

The majority of the collider projections have been provided to other Snowmass topical groups and rein-1833

terpreted in terms of these simplified models, as described in Ref. [443].1834

The inputs in terms of dijet decays of vector mediator models for HL-LHC and FCC-hh are described in1835

more detail in Sec.VIII and references therein ([446]). New HL-LHC dilepton projections were derived for1836

Snowmass based on [340]. Future collider sensitivity for invisible mediator decays are derived from jet+MET1837

searches at the LHC, HL-LHC and FCC-hh.1838

Projected sensitivities to the simplified models were prepared by Energy Frontier topical groups for the1839

most relevant collider searches for the mediator, including both its invisible decays (the “mono-jet” search)1840

and visible decays (dijet and dilepton resonance searches). Estimates for both HL-LHC ([447],[446],[235])1841

and FCC-hh ([448],[446]) were made available.1842

2. Fixed-coupling results1843

This section focuses on future hadron colliders, as the projections for lepton colliders have only been1844

discussed recently and, if time allows, will be included in the next version of this report. Lepton colliders such1845

as ILC should also powerfully constrain the models when the mediator coupling to leptons is non-zero [449].1846

As an illustration, Refs. [420, 443] examine the prospects for a mono-photon search at a future muon collider1847

in the context of a dark matter candidate produced directly through electroweak interactions [415].1848

Figure 30, adapted from Ref.[443], shows the expected sensitivities of HL-LHC and FCC-hh xperiments to1849

a heavy Z ′ mediator with vector couplings to quarks, leptons, and fermionic DM. The contours indicate the1850

combinations of DM mass and mediator mass excluded by the mono-jet, dijet, or dilepton searches, assuming1851

the lifetime of the HL-LHC and one possible set of fixed values of the couplings of the mediator to quarks,1852

leptons, and DM.1853

The right-hand side of this figure also shows how these same constraints grow stronger with the greater1854

kinematic reach and integrated luminosity of the FCC-hh. It is worth noting that the lower bounds for both1855

HL-LHC and FCC-hh for mediator (resonance) searches shown in the figure are very likely to be much higher1856

than what can be reached with non-standard data taking techniques such as data scouting / trigger-level1857

analysis described in Section XA 6 and in Refs. [356, 357]. Such techniques will be required to ensure1858

optimal coverage of all phase space for resonance searches around the electroweak scale with the increased1859

datasets of future colliders.1860

As illustrated in Ref. [441], the production and decay of a mediator with a different spin structure of1861

its couplings (e.g., pure axial-vector rather than pure vector couplings to SM and DM fermions) would give1862

similar results; see the appendix of Ref. [443] for a quantitative example. The results for a scalar model would1863

be quantitatively different, due to the Yukawa coupling structure and to the much smaller cross-sections –1864

projections for a scalar model can be found in the European Strategy Briefing Book [2] with inputs from1865

Refs. [448, 450]. In the scalar case, it should be noted that while colliders can provide unique sensitivity1866

to scalar-mediator models, Ref. [451] discusses possible sensitivity in this region from gravitational wave1867

observatories.1868
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FIG. 30. HL-LHC and FCC-hh projected limits for individual analyses in the vector model and with coupling values
couplings: gq = 0.1, gχ = 1.0 for (a) HL-LHC including lepton couplings of gl = 0.1 and (b) HL-LHC shown together
with FCC-hh without lepton couplings. The shading for FCC-hh represents the fact that the lower bound in mediator
mass for dijet searches can go lower than what the studies in Ref.[443] show, see the text for discussion.

3. Extrapolation to lower coupling values1869

The above results assume ad-hoc values of the mediator couplings in order to depict how sensitivities vary1870

with DM and mediator masses. Sampling the five dimensional parameter space of the model with full Monte1871

Carlo simulation was beyond the scope and resources of the study. For this reason, Ref. [2] did not study1872

this coupling dependence. To show how the picture changes with other coupling values, here we use methods1873

developed in Ref [452] to analytically extrapolate the collider limits to lower values of the mediator coupling1874

to quarks, leptons or dark matter, and to show the impact of changing the mass ratio between mediator and1875

dark matter particles.1876

The results in Figure 31 show, as expected, that future hadron colliders are powerful probes of the simplified1877

mediator models when the quark coupling is significant. On the other hand, lepton colliders are especially1878

important when this is not the case, especially if the lepton couplings are the dominant way the mediator1879

connects to the SM, or when there is a large amount of mixing to Z/Higgs/photon. When considering1880

spin-1 production in a polarized lepton collider, it is possible to obtain a substantial enhancement in the1881

production cross section when polarized left handed electrons collide with right handed positrons. This1882

substantial enhancement allows for a large sensitivity to searches for invisible decays in the missing energy1883

plus photon final state. Furthermore, the knowledge of the missing energy allows for the reconstruction of a1884

missing mass peak that can further enhance an invisible search. The combination of these effects enable an1885

enhanced sensitivity for vector dark matter mediators that couple the leptons. This sensitivity is comparable1886

to the projected sensitivity for resonant mediator searches in the dilepton final state. In fact, for a mediator1887

mass roughly equal to that of the ILC ultimate energy with its total luminosity, we can exceed lepton-coupled1888

projected mediator sensitivity expected at the HL-LHC upgrade[? ].1889

Figure 31 shows that both HL-LHC and FCC-hh can cover a wide range of mediator masses and couplings1890

for scenarios where the dark matter particle is relatively light (1 GeV), with FCC-hh dijet searches as expected1891

dominating at higher mediator masses, while monojet searches are most powerful at lower mediator masses.1892

Figure 31 also highlights that searches for visible and invisible decays of the mediator are complementary1893

where their sensitivity overlaps. In case of a simultaneous discovery of a resonance in the dijet or dilepton1894

invariant mass spectrum and of an excess of invisible transverse momentum, interpreting the results in terms1895

of couplings for different searches can shed light on the nature of the DM-SM interactions.1896
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FIG. 31. Projected exclusion limits on the couplings gq ((a)), gχ ((b)), and gl ((c)) for a vector mediator at the
HL-LHC and FCC-hh (for quark and DM couplings only). The result is shown as a function of the mediator mass
mmed; the mass of the DM candidate is fixed to 1 GeV in all cases. The coupling on the y axis is varied while the
other two couplings are fixed: in ((a)), gχ=1.0 and gl=0.0; in ((b)), gq=0.1 and gl=0.0; and in (c), gq=0.25 and
gχ=1.0. Similar considerations as Figure 30 apply in terms of the lower mediator mass bounds for resonance searches.
The arrows in the lower edge of the contours indicate that other searches for lower mass mediators that are normally
performed at colliders could be sensitive to these models, but are not shown because the inputs received focused on
the highest mediator masses only.

The power to discover or exclude a massive vector mediator at the HL-LHC and FCC-hh decreases as the1897

coupling gq decreases, as this also decreases the production cross-section of the mediator in pp collisions.1898

The plots in Fig. 32 include a scan on the coupling not shown on the y axis as well, and show further that1899

the dependence of the HL-LHC and FCC-hh experiments sensitivity to the value of the mediator’s couplings1900

to SM fermions (which control the production and visible decays of the mediator) and the value of the DM1901
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FIG. 32. Projected exclusion limits on the couplings gq (top row) and gχ (bottom row) for a vector mediator at the
HL-LHC and FCC-hh. The result is shown as a function of the mediator mass mmed; the mass of the DM candidate
is fixed to 1 GeV in all cases. The coupling on the y axis is plotted as the other coupling is scanned as shown in the
legend. Similar considerations as Figure 30 apply in terms of the lower mediator mass bounds for resonance searches.
The arrows in the lower edge of the contours indicate that other searches for lower mass mediators that are normally
performed at colliders could be sensitive to these models, but are not shown because the inputs received focused on
the highest mediator masses only.

coupling (which controls the relative proportions of visible and invisible decays). The dijet projections in1902

Fig. 32 show how visible searches can also strongly constrain the gχ coupling in these simplified models.1903

Across the scenarios considered, collider bounds are at their strongest in cases of TeV-scale mediator1904

masses for monojet, while dijet can reach higher mediator masses. This result is largely independent of the1905

other model parameters.1906

4. Comparison with DM searches at other frontiers1907

Besides the comparisons between searches at a given future collider, and comparisons that can be made1908

between future collider facilities, one can also use the simplified models framework of Ref. [441] to make1909

comparisons of search coverage across proposed collider, direct-detection and indirect-detection searches, in1910

the manner recommended by the LHC Dark Matter Working Group and performed for the recent European1911

Strategy Briefing Book [2].1912

The conversion of collider results on the spin-independent DM-nucleon cross section vs DM mass plane1913

is performed in Fig. 33 using procedures from Refs. [444, 445]). A scan of the quark and DM couplings1914

shows that as future collider searches reach smaller gq, their coverage in the DM-nucleon cross-section plane1915

improves. When the coupling sensitivity limit approaches (e.g. in the case of gq=0.02 for HL-LHC), collider1916
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projections gradually disappear. This is especially evident for dijet results, where the quark coupling enters1917

in both mediator production and decay. Similar results are obtained when scanning gχ.1918
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FIG. 33. Effects on the HL-LHC exclusion limits in σSI for the monojet ((a)) and dijet ((b)) signatures when varying
the gq coupling. The dark matter coupling is held fixed to gDM = 1; there is no coupling to leptons. Limits from
existing direct detection experiments are shown for context. TODO: These plots will also have the FCC-hh results
overlaid in the next version.

One can also scan the ratio between the mediator mass and the dark matter mass (which are also free1919

parameters in this kind of simplified models) while fixing one of the two couplings. This kind of scan shows1920

a different projection of collider results with respect to the plot in Fig. 33, as it singles out individual mass1921

hypotheses in the simplified model. An example of this scan for the monojet searches is shown in Fig. 34.1922

One can see that imposing a specific requirement for the ratio of the masses instead of a specific requirement1923

on the coupling changes the collider sensitivity and the excluded region depends on what that ratio is 5.1924
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FIG. 34. Projected limits from HL-LHC and FCC on the DM-nucleon cross-section vs DM mass plane, when varying
the ratio between mediator and DM mass.

The main message from these plots remains the same as in the European Strategy Briefing Book [2].1925

In a scenario where particle dark matter is discovered at a direct- or indirect-detection search, Figures 331926

5The shape of the exclusions in this plane can be understood because the DM nucleon cross-section scales like the inverse
of the fourth power of the DM mass when the mass ratio is fixed.
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illustrate—in a necessarily model-dependent fashion for the specific simplified model considered—the param-1927

eter space of the model in which collider searches for invisible particles would also be sensitive to production1928

of the mediator. In roughly these regions, both types of searches would have complementary discovery po-1929

tential, as discovery at a direct-detection experiment would be combined with further study of the type and1930

properties of the interaction between the DM and the Standard Model at a hadron collider.1931

These figures also indicate where collider searches for invisible particles would supplement the search1932

coverage of the other DM experiments with unique sensitivity. Nevertheless, even in these regions, it would1933

be essential to confirm that the collider discovery is indeed associated with galactic dark matter when1934

considering models where the DM particle is stable6. Due to the compact scale of collider experiments,1935

a collider discovery in these scenarios could be confirmed as DM with the help of additional experiments1936

beyond the Energy Frontier (i.e. targeted direct and/or indirect DM searches).1937

D. Beyond WIMPs: Dark Matter portals and other models1938

Models featuring portal or mediator particles that connect SM particle to dark matter and dark sectors1939

have been widely described in literature (see e.g. the first few references of Ref. [453] as a starting point).1940

The models of BSM mediation already described in Section XI C are motivated by the presence of a thermal1941

relic candidate with a mass in the GeV-TeV scale and with an interaction strength compatible with that of1942

the weak force (a WIMP). Thermal relic DM with much lighter masses (below the GeV) can also be produced1943

by much feebler interactions between the portal particle and the SM. This is a strong motivation for the1944

recent experimental and theoretical efforts in extending the WIMP paradigm to lower DM masses and even1945

smaller couplings [3, 454]. The signatures generated by feebly coupled models often include particles with1946

long lifetimes, also described in Sec. X. Optimal coverage for this kind of signatures requires a dedicated1947

experimental toolkit for experiments at high energy collider, as well as dedicated experiments.1948

The wide and relatively unexplored range of possible parameters of portal models covering a wide range of1949

DM masses can be used to highlight complementary avenues to search for DM with high- and low-transverse-1950

momentum (forward) experiments [247] at particle colliders, with experiments at accelerators [3], as with1951

low-threshold Cosmic Frontier experiments [455].1952

1. Portals considered for DM at collider1953

In this section, we briefly outline a limited number of types of portal/mediator models that have been1954

used as search targets by the collider and accelerator community, and already featured in the European1955

Strategy Update Briefing Book [2]. We focus on the models where relevant work has been submitted to the1956

Snowmass process. A more detailed description of portals used as benchmarks for the Snowmass accelerator1957

community can be found in the Snowmass Rare Processed and Precision Frontier Report [3].1958

a. Simplified models for DM at colliders and portal models for DM at accelerators The simplified models1959

collected and developed by the Dark Matter Forum and Working Group for early LHC searches [441] include a1960

new mediator/portal particle between the DM and the SM, and are described in Section XI C. The simplified1961

models that are relevant for this Section are those where the mediator particle is a vector, a scalar or a1962

pseudo-scalar.1963

The Physics Beyond Colliders Study Group report [456] features a list of minimal portal models, focusing1964

on the lowest dimensional portals between the SM and a dark sector. In this Section, we will focus on these1965

minimal implementations of the dark photon (vector), dark Higgs (scalar) and axion (pseudoscalar) portals,1966

where the only additions to the SM are the portal particle and the DM particle.1967

The purposes of these two groups of models are different: the mediator models in [441] were designed to1968

be as simple as possible and span a broad parameter space to point out uncovered areas without a specific1969

emphasis on theoretical or cosmological consistency, while the portal models in [456] are more theoretically1970

self-consistent and have been used to compare the sensitivity of different experiments to thermal light dark1971

matter.1972

6Collider searches for WIMPs have unique sensitivity to models of decaying DM. This is realized for example via R-parity
violating higher-dimensional operators that induce LSP decays on less than cosmological time scales, but that keep the LSP
stable on collider time scales.
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As an example of the qualitative differences between these two group of models, one can compare the1973

vector model from [441] and the dark photon model in [456]. In the vector model, the couplings to DM1974

and SM particles are treated as independent variables and interference with the Z can be neglected, since1975

it is used as a benchmark for mediator masses much higher than the Z. In the dark photon model, the1976

kinetic mixing leads to specific relationships between couplings of dark photon and the SM photon and Z.1977

This means that in the dark photon model there are fewer degrees of freedom for the generation of different1978

collider signatures, but on the other hand the theoretical consistency and the mixing with SM gauge bosons1979

makes the dark photon model a more realistic search target for light mediator masses.1980

In any case, the two groups of models are closely related to each other, and it is possible to recast results1981

interpreted using mediator models into portal models and vice versa, as seen in the following section XI D2.1982

b. Portal models for dark sector searches To expand on the portals mentioned in the previous paragraph,1983

one can make the dark sector more complex. This class of models can be considered part of the larger family1984

of Hidden Valley models [402].1985

In Hidden Valley models, the interaction between the SM and the dark particle spectrum can be realized1986

through a mediator particle, e.g. a dark photon or a dark Higgs. The dark sector is “hidden" by the rarity1987

of the interactions, and it may contain dark matter candidates.1988

More specifically, Ref. [457] (and references therein) consider a set of heavy mediators that decays to1989

lighter dark sector states, and one or more of these states may also serve as dark matter candidates. These1990

portals have been taken as the starting point for building benchmarks leading to dark showers signatures in1991

the contributed whitepaper in Ref.[405] and summarized in previous Section X C 4.1992

In the following section XID 2, we will focus on qualitative and conceptual aspects of including a dark1993

matter candidate in HV models and dark showers, as discussed in the Dark Showers project meeting in May1994

2022.1995

2. Features of portals for DM searches at colliders1996

a. Complementarity of visible and invisible searches As already mentioned in Section XIC, when portal1997

particles are produced via interactions with ordinary matter, they will also decay back into ordinary matter1998

as well as into dark matter particles. This leads to the possibility of obtaining further information on the1999

nature of the portal and of the dark matter candidate from both visible and invisible searches at colliders.2000

For the dark photon (vector) portal with kinetic mixing, decays are predominantly into visible or invisible2001

particles, depending on the dark photon - DM mass ratio and on their coupling. The full exploration of2002

the parameter space for this kind of benchmarks requires a number of different experiments: an observation2003

of a new vector particle decaying invisibly or into specific kinds of SM particles can be mapped to further2004

observations (or lack thereof) in other channels in order to elucidate the full set of properties for the new2005

vector particle.2006

In a similar vein, the branching ratios of s-channel portal models to more complex dark sectors (e.g. semi-2007

visible jets from dark showers) can also be constrained using the decays of the portal particle to the same SM2008

particles that produced it. In order to focus on the parameter space that we should target for these models2009

with future colliders, it would be useful to provide tools that allow for easy reinterpretation of resonance2010

searches such as those in [446].2011

b. Collider inputs to the complementarity between low and high energy experiments Owing to the simi-2012

larities between mediator and portal models, it is possible to reinterpret collider searches for invisible particles2013

in terms of lighter (beyond WIMP) dark matter scenarios. This is a new development during the Snowmass2014

process, starting from the results presented in the European Strategy Update.2015

In Ref. [443], the CMS search for invisible particles in the jet+MET final state [458] is interpreted in2016

terms of the dark photon, dark Higgs and axion portal models.2017

In the dark photon portal model, the portal particle has very small vector couplings with SM particles,2018

induced by kinetic mixing with the SM photon. One can consider this model as a specialization of the vector2019

mediator model from Section XI C, (also called LHC DM in the following). The dark photon model also2020

includes mixing between the dark mediator and the Z boson [459, 460], with a mixing angle θa, which does2021

not feature in the LHC DM vector mediator model.2022

Ref. [443] uses the HAHM implementation from Refs.[459, 460] to extend and reinterpret the results from2023

the most recent CMS search for invisible particles produced in association with an energetic jet [458] in2024

terms of the dark photon parameters. The study also projects these results to the full HL-LHC dataset. In2025

https://indico.cern.ch/category/12893/
https://indico.cern.ch/category/12893/
https://indico.cern.ch/category/12893/
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this study, the hidden Higgs boson coupling is turned off by decoupling the dark Higgs, to isolate the effect2026

of the Z mixing and to effectively reduce the HAHM model to the "minimal" dark photon model.2027

The results of this reinterpretation are shown in Figure 35 for a DM mass range 3 GeV - 1 TeV, plotted2028

on the plane y - dark photon mass, with y = ϵ2αD(mDM/mmed)
4 where ϵ is the dark photon - SM photon2029

mixing parameter, is the coupling constant between the dark photon and DM set as αD =
g2
DM

4π set to 0.5,2030

and mDM and mmed are the DM mass and the dark photon mass respectively. The dark photon mass is2031

fixed to 3 times the DM mass, following the choice in the Rare Processes and Precision Frontier for invisible2032

DM benchmarks, to allow the mediator to decay to DM on-shell and to have a predictive model for the2033

relic density. We note in any case that scenarios where the mediator cannot decay directly to DM can be2034

considered equally plausible, and can be favorable for collider searches since they privilege visible decays of2035

the mediators that could be discovered in resonance searches (see Section VIII). Figure 35 also highlights2036

the differences between the two models, due to the Z-dark photon mixing that is neglected in the LHC DM2037

vector model due to its predominant use for higher mediator/DM mass scenarios, while in the region away2038

from mDM = mZ/3 the two models are equivalent.2039

Dark photon model, ⍺D=0.5,
(CMS recast)

FIG. 35. Comparison of the expected constraints from reinterpreting the results of [458] in terms of the simplified
vector mediator model (LHC DM ) and dark photon model. The blue "relic" lines represent the minimum parameter
combinations that would reproduce the observed thermal relic density for each model, with the expected deviation
for the dark photon model around the Z resonance. Orange lines forecast the increased sensitivity of this search
for the dark photon model with HL-LHC (via cross-section scaling of the CMS result), FCC-hh (reinterpreting the
results in Section XIC 3) and from Belle-II 20/fb [461, 462] TODO: The relic density line will be extended, and the
Belle-II results with 50/ab will be also shown in the next version.

These results can be used to advocate that lower energy experiments at accelerators and high energy2040

colliders can cover together a number of well-motivated scenarios where the model can produce the entirety2041

of the relic dark matter in the universe (also called thermal target scenarios in the Rare Processes and2042

Precision Frontier), using the dark photon as a portal for dark matter. It is also worth mentioning that2043

additional processes and particles beyond those foreseen in the simple portal models (e.g. additional particles2044

at higher energy scales, or multi-component DM) can also deplete or increase the early universe dark matter2045
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abundance, so that the relic constraints are satisfied outside the thermal target parameter values.2046

Furthermore, we see that the full HL-LHC dataset is needed to reach a sensitivity to the thermal relic2047

milestone for DM masses above 100 GeV, while FCC-hh is needed to cover the full range of DM masses.2048

While below 3 GeV B-factory experiments and other accelerator experiments covered in the Rare Processes2049

and Precision Frontier dominate the sensitivity, the region above 3 GeV is only partially covered and requires2050

high energy collider experiments to be fully explored. We note that we also expect lepton colliders to play2051

an important role in discovering this kind of models as discussed in XI C 3 but we did not have any inputs2052

available.2053

The dark Higgs/scalar portal features a new scalar S with characteristics similar to the SM Higgs2054

boson, that can decay into DM and SM particles. The dark Higgs and the SM Higgs mix, with an angle2055

θ. This benchmark model can be discovered or constrained using both searches for invisible decays of the2056

Higgs boson and precision measurements of the Higgs couplings.2057

Figure 36 presents a reinterpretation of the constraints on the the mixing angle θ2 from the Higgs to2058

invisible decays as a function of the scalar mass, assuming a dark matter mass to mediator ratio of mχ/mϕ =2059
1
3 . The values of sin(θ) required to fulfil the measured relic density are also shown in the right-hand side2060

of Fig.36. This plot confirms and extends the one in the RF06 contributed whitepapers “Dark Matter2061

Production at Intensity-Frontier Experiments” [3].2062

This plot shows that for light dark Higgs and DM masses the model would overproduce DM (where the z2063

axis saturates at sin(θ)=1), but for larger masses there are still values of sin(θ) that lead to large mixing2064

angles that could be in reach for HL-LHC searches.2065
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FIG. 36. (Left) minimium mixing angle for the Higgs to invisible search when directly applying this search to the
singlet mixing model. The solid lines indicate the constraints coming from indirect bounds on the Higgs couplings.
(Right) minimum allowed mixing angle for a model containing a Dark Higgs that mixes with the standard model
Higgs boson.

Collider searches for missing transverse energy can also be easily interpreted in terms of the gluon couplings2066

cg of an axion-like particle that also decays into DM, in terms of the axion portal model. Ref. [280] uses2067

published constraints of the CMS search for a pseudoscalar mediator for this reinterpretation. LHC results2068

constrain the gluon coupling to be roughly below 10−3, and future colliders will be able to extend this by an2069

order of magnitude.2070

c. Complementarity between low and high mass particle searches Most portal models require the pres-2071

ence of both low and high mass particles to be self-consistent, even though it is not immediately obvious2072

from the formulation of minimal benchmarks. Two works submitted to the Snowmass Study come to this2073

conclusion for the vector/dark photon and dark Higgs portal [453, 463, 464].2074

In [453], new particles at the TeV scale at loop-level are needed to generate the kinetic mixing interaction2075

that characterizes dark photon models. This leads to new signatures discoverable by colliders, with a2076

rich phenomenology given that these new particles carry additional dark charges on top of the SM ones.2077

There are a variety of phenomenological implications depending on the specific nature of these new particles2078

(called “portal matter”). While indirect signs of such particles can be seen at electron-positron colliders,2079

their production mechanisms and masses require a high energy collider such as HL-LHC or FCC-hh to be2080

discovered and studied directly.2081
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The work in [463–466] shows that if a light scalar singlet (the dark Higgs) decaying to light dark matter2082

couples predominantly to one SM fermion family, then new heavy states are required to keep the model2083

self-consistent at higher collider energies. In the example given, the Higgs boson mass and the dark matter2084

mass are both of the order of a GeV, while the new particles needed to complete this model have masses of2085

the order of a TeV. This is shown in Fig. 37.2086

FIG. 37. Existing constraints and future prospects for the up-specific scalar mediator S in the renormalizable
completion described in [463, 464]. together with parameter choices leading to the correct thermal dark matter
abundance.

These considerations are generically applicable to different types of portal models, and encourage the2087

use of complementary probes for the low-energy phenomenology of this model and higher-energy particles2088

required for the completion. Light portal particles (e.g. light dark Higgs, dark photon) with feeble couplings2089

can be discovered at Rare and Precision Frontier experiment, while the higher-energy particles can be2090

produced and discovered at higher energy colliders such as the Future Hadron Collider or the Muon Collider.2091

A corresponding discovery in low-threshold Cosmic Frontier experiments will determine the cosmological2092

nature of the dark matter particle.2093

Together, information from the Energy, Rare Processes and Precision and Cosmic Frontiers can shed light2094

on the nature of the dark matter particle as well as on the nature of its interactions.2095

d. Considerations on dark matter in dark sectors from Hidden Valley models The presence of a DM2096

candidate within the dark sector was one of the original motivations of hidden valley models. When focusing2097

on confining dark sectors, one can make an analogy between QCD and dark QCD [467]. Similarly to how2098

QCD leads to stable massive particles (e.g. the proton), a QCD-like dark interaction gives rise to stable dark2099

hadrons that can be used as DM candidates.2100

Dark matter was however not the main focus for hidden valley or dark shower models, since it is nearly2101

always possible to engineer a viable DM candidate among the non-charged states of the dark sector, including2102

a thermal relic (see e.g. [468–470] or via new mechanisms for the relic density see e.g. [471]. As for other2103

collider searches, the phenomenology of dark shower models is not sensitive to the presence of a DM candidate2104

specifically, but rather to the presence of stable states that escape detection at experiments at colliders.2105

Following a common theme of this Section, it is worth emphasising the complementarity between collider2106

searches for dark showers that can probe the stable or long-lived dark sector content, and experiments that2107
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can connect dark sector particles to cosmological dark matter 7.2108

Even though the connection between colliders and cosmology is model-dependent, the Snowmass dark2109

showers community encourages future efforts to show cosmological and collider information on the same2110

plot. These plots can also be used (in the same way as in other domains, e.g. BRN targets) to motivate2111

parameter scans where a selection of benchmarks satisfies cosmological constraints, and to help connect2112

future discoveries from one Frontier to another.2113

3. Facilities for dark matter searches alongside high energy colliders2114

Portal models beyond the WIMP are also a dedicated search target for facilities or experiments that are2115

designed to profit from the presence of a high energy beam or from complementary information recorded at2116

collider experiments.2117

More experiments of this kind are discussed in detail in Section XB 1 and in the RF06 Topical Group2118

report in the Rare and Precision Frontier. In this Section we will focus on the Forward Physics Facility2119

proposed to be installed in the long shutdown between the LHC Run-3 and the start of the HL-LHC [247],2120

which can house a number of such experiments.2121

Collisions of high energy beams produce a large flux of secondary particles in the forward region. These2122

can be a source of new, feebly interacting particles (via interaction with targets, bremsstrahlung or de-2123

cays), potentially creating a “dark matter beam” that can be investigated by dedicated experiments placed2124

downstream from the standard detectors.2125

Facilities such as the FPF are relevant for the future of DM at Colliders, as their experiments an be2126

optimised to cover a number of beyond-WIMP scenarios that complement what can be discovered at collider,2127

while exploiting the same colliding beams. In particular, FLArE at the FPF [473] would be sensitive to2128

thermal relic DM, and other experiments such as FASER2 [277] and FORMOSA [375] would be sensitive2129

to a number of dark matter-related scenarios covered earlier in this chapter, for example light invisible2130

particles from decays of the vector / dark photon portal, inelastic DM, asymmetric DM, strongly-interacting2131

millicharged DM and mediator particles such as dark photons and flavor-philic dark Higgs bosons.2132

For a comprehensive description of the models and parameter space covered by the FPF experiments, we2133

refer to the RF06 Topical Group report. Here, we highlight that the opportunities for dark matter discoveries2134

(as well as of neutrino measurements relevant to cosmic DM experiments) offered by such a facility would2135

increase the potential of the HL-LHC program even further, in a region that is optimal for searches for light2136

thermal relic DM candidates, as well as for dark sectors and other BSM physics. The development and2137

building of such a facility can be performed in parallel to current experiments and at a relatively contained2138

cost.2139

4. Other models of DM at colliders2140

The dark sector could be much richer than what is described above, which can lead to qualitatively2141

different signals. An example is the dynamical dark matter (DDM) scenario summarized in [474], in which2142

the number of states in the dark sector is large and perhaps even infinite with different masses and lifetimes.2143

The DM in the universe is comprised of an ensemble of dark states. An individual state in this ensemble can2144

decay into others plus SM states. As a result, the signal of such a dark sector at high energy colliders are2145

qualitatively different. In particular, they produce smooth kinematical distributions and long decay chains2146

which are different from many of the standard DM and dark sector signals which rely on the assumption of2147

a few relevant new particles. The work is still on going to fully understand the best way of searching for2148

such a dark sector and the potential of the future colliders to cover such scenarios.2149

7Additional information on the dark sector spectrum can come from interactions with the lattice community, see e.g. [472]
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XII. OTHER SIGNATURES2150

The incredible variety of physics accessible at energy-frontier colliders makes it impractical to try to be2151

comprehensive in the review and discussion of the reach of future facilities. The examples showed so far2152

represent a selected set of signatures and models that have representative significance in the fundamental2153

questions this frontier is aiming to answer.2154

Many of the investigations pursued at high energy colliders also interleave with other frontiers. Several2155

examples have been shown already and an additional important one is presented in Section XII A, where the2156

interplay between the intensity and energy frontier on charged-lepton flavor violating processes is explored.2157

At the same time, maintaining a wide-open approach to unexpected sources of physics beyond the SM is2158

as important and necessary to fully exploiting the discovery power of high-energy colliders. Section XII B2159

touches on the emerging techniques in need of further development in this direction.2160

A. Charged-lepton flavor violation2161

Processes where the flavor of charged leptons is not conserved are so suppressed in the Standard Model2162

that, if observed, they would provide indisputable evidence for physics beyond the SM. Charged lepton2163

flavor violation (CLFV) is therefore a powerful tool to search for BSM physics and a diverse program of2164

experimental searches is currently underway in the US, Europe and Asia probing a number of processes,2165

spanning many energy scales. Moreover, next-generation experiments and facilities will continue to extend2166

the parameter space and, in many cases, enable searches with unprecedented sensitivity. Searches focusing2167

on the tau sector and that are relevant for this report will be conducted at Belle2 and LHC (Run 3 and2168

HL-LHC) in the near-term and at the Super τ Charm Facility (STCF), the Electron-Ion Collider (EIC) and2169

FCC-ee on a longer timescale. These experiments will be sensitive to CLFV predicted in many BSM models2170

ranging from Supersymmetry and 2HDM to models with heavy neutrinos, leptoquarks, compositeness and2171

new heavy bosons. Searches at these experiments will enable complementary probes of CLFV at different2172

energy scales and will be crucial for identifying the underlying sources of LFV and the underlying mediation2173

mechanism. Ref. [475] provides an overview of the experimental status of current searches for LFV in the τ2174

sector and also reviews future prospects. A brief summary is presented here.2175

In the near term, Belle2 and LHCb will be major contributors and will achieve one to two order of2176

magnitude increase in sensitivity with respect to BABAR and Belle, probing branching ratios down to 10−10
2177

– 10−9 over a wide range of final states. Expected exclusion limits at 90% CL on B(τ− → µ−µ+µ−) for2178

ATLAS and CMS for the HL-LHC dataset corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 3000 fb−1 will be2179

comparable and range from 1.0× 10−9 (ATLAS) to 3.7× 10−9 (CMS). It is also expected that ATLAS and2180

CMS will search for LFV in Higgs and Z boson decays using the HL-LHC dataset. These searches will build2181

upon those performed using the full Run 2 dataset in the H → eτ , H → µτ , Z → eτ and Z → µτ final2182

states.2183

Longer term, the EIC will have the ability to select the polarization direction for both electrons and protons2184

in the source and will open the door for precision studies that can significantly test the SM in particular in2185

the area of electron to τ transitions. Studies evaluating the reach on the e → τ transition mediated by a2186

1.9 GeV leptoquark indicate potential to improve current sensitivity by up to an order of magnitude.2187

The STCF detector will study the benchmark CLFV processes, B(τ− → µ−µ+µ−) and τ− → µ−γ . The2188

sensitivity of B(τ− → µ−µ+µ−) using one year’s worth of data is estimated to be of 1.4× 10−9 at 90% CL2189

while the sensitivity of τ− → µ−γ is found to be consistently within the range (1.2 − 1.8) × 10−8 at 90%2190

CL. In addition, STCF can study the CLFV decay via the process J/ψ → lτ at an expected sensitivity of2191

4.0× 10−9 at 90% CL or better.2192

The FCC-ee program will open the door to a very rich tau physics program, including the ability to probe2193

the same set of LFV tau decays measured by the B-factories, with sensitivities in the 10−10 – 10−9 range.2194

Overall, we are entering an interesting era wherein current and future experiments will explore uncharted2195

territory in the search for LFV. Searches performed at the next-generation experiments and facilities will2196

probe new physics and improve current limits by few orders of magnitude in the next decades.2197
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B. Anomaly detection2198

Theoretical priors are a very important lamppost to guide searches for BSM physics. On the other hand,2199

a robust program of exploration sensitive to unexpected BSM phenomena is of uttermost importance to2200

harvest at the best the physics potential of present and future colliders.2201

Historically, broad programs of searches for unexpected BSM physics in collider data has been carried2202

out using automatic tools that compare expectations from details physics simulations to data in a large2203

variety of final states [476–479]. This strategy is very powerful in analyzing a large variety of final states but2204

relies on accurate simulations of a variety of SM processes. Recently, advances in artificial intelligence (AI)2205

and machine learning (ML) have allowed new strategies to start developing, broadly referred to as anomaly2206

detection[480]. Most of these strategies rely less on accurate simulations of all expected backgrounds and2207

instead make use of data itself to build the SM expectation.2208

One area where anomaly detection techniques are being developed is the familiar "bump-hunt" search2209

strategy, searching for new resonances showing in the invariant mass of reconstructed objects as leptons,2210

photons and hadronic jets. To exemplify, Ref. [481] proposes an approach that combines the information2211

of objects reconstructed in the event to define a "feature" space and uses autoencoders to analyze this2212

feature space and identify possible "outlier" regions that SM physics in unlikely to populate. The strategy is2213

exemplified in the search for dijet resonances on LHC simulated data, showing that good separation between2214

SM backgrounds and a variety of BSM benchmarks can be obtained without prior knowledge of such BSM2215

models.2216

Anomaly detection is certainly going to be integral part of the physics program at future colliders. Ref [482]2217

explores the use of anomaly detection in searches for new resonances in e+e− colliders below the nominal2218

center-of-mass energy by analyzing collisions with initial-state radiation (radiative return). The paper shows2219

that data in side-band regions around the target mass search region can be used to inform a weakly-supervised2220

learning of the background features from data itself and the approach is successful in finding new resonances2221

in simulated e+e− collision data using a Deep Sets model with Particle Flow Networks.2222

As the sophistication of these techniques grows, it is equally important to ensure a stimulating environment2223

where new ideas can flourish and be subsequently applied in future colliders. Ref [483] reports on an open2224

challenge where new techniques were submitted to discover a variety of new physics processes that were2225

simulated and distributed as a blinded dataset. The paper describes the various approaches that were2226

received and underlines how such exercises are fundamental in the development of new ideas. The importance2227

of cultivating a vibrant research environment in this area cannot be overstated.2228

XIII. CONCLUSION2229

Summary will be compiled after feedback from the community.2230
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Appendix A: Tables for LHC/ATLAS Sources2231

TABLE VII. Sources for Light Squark Limits

Collider Method Reference

LHC Run-2 ATLAS data analysis [192]
CMS data analysis [193]

HL-LHC ATLAS Collider Reach Run-2 [192] re-scaled
CMS Collider Reach Run-2 [193] re-scaled

HE-LHC (27 TeV) ATLAS Collider Reach Run-2 [192] re-scaled
CMS Collider Reach Run-2 [193] re-scaled

FCC-hh (100 TeV) ATLAS Collider Reach Run-2 [192] re-scaled
CMS Collider Reach Run-2 [193] re-scaled
Dedicated Study [196]

ILC/C3 (1 TeV)
√
s/2

CLIC/Muon (3 TeV)
√
s/2 [232]

Muon (10 TeV)
√
s/2 [232]

Muon (30 TeV)
√
s/2 [232]

TABLE VIII. Sources for Gluino Limits
Collider Method Reference
LHC Run-2 ATLAS data analysis [192]

CMS data analysis [193]
HL-LHC ATLAS Collider Reach Run-2 [192] re-scaled
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